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Introduction
I read a quote on innovation recently that I really liked…
‘Sometimes we do not have to reinvent the wheel. We do not have to innovate
all the time. We can just draw upon the fruit of other people’s innovation. In
this way as a latecomer we can take the advantage. We are not the first nation to build upon other
people’s innovation. It was the same story in Japan, then later in Taiwan and Korea.’
Fred Hu, Chairman, Primavera Capital Group
I really like what Fred Hu says here because it applies to getting great results in marketing as well.
You don’t have to continually innovate and create brand new marketing campaigns and hope that
some of them might work for you.
It’s actually a lot easier (and far more profitable) to use proven marketing campaigns that have already
been tested in the real world. Because they have already worked before there is a very good chance
they will work again.
All you need to do, is to adapt a successful marketing campaign and test it in a small way in your own
business. And if it works well you can use it on a larger scale.
And brings me to the purpose of this new guide ‘Million Dollar Marketing Advice-Volume 1’
To create this guide, I asked 21 business people from around the world to each share a proven
marketing campaign that had worked successfully for them.
I asked each person to explain what they did and share the results they got. I also asked them to give
some tips on how other businesses could use the same marketing campaign.
In the next few pages you’ll discover 21 proven marketing campaigns that these business people
generously shared with me.
I recommend that you read through this guide a number of times and make note of the marketing
campaigns that look particularly relevant for your own business situation.
Then put some of these ideas into action and notice what happens.
I look forward to hearing what you find most helpful.

Graham McGregor
PS: ‘Thank you to the Catch Fitness 20 Week Body & Lifestyle Competition for seeing value in this
little booklet too’

			

www.20weeks.co.nz

PPS: I’d like to give a huge acknowledgement and BIG THANK YOU to all the business people who
participated in this guide. I have personally found great value from what every single person had to
say. (And I trust you do as well.)
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How to position yourself as an expert
and attract new clients
By Cailen Ascher
Through my company, www.CALMbiz.com, I teach marketing and business strategies to yoga teachers. CALM biz
is a hybrid of my two passions: yoga and business, and I share with my clients the very strategies I have used to
build my own business.
When I first started my online consulting business, instead of focusing on sales, I
focused on establishing myself as a niche expert -- I created a free weekly newsletter, I
hosted free webinars, and also wrote for industry publications (and all of these practices
I continue with to this day).
I knew that before people would buy from me, they would have to know, like, and trust
me - so I concentrated on adding value and showcasing my expertise.
Using these tactics I was able to grow an email list of engaged, enthusiastic prospects
from 0 to nearly 1000 in just 9 months using only FREE online marketing tools and no
paid advertising.
I think one of the most important things for any business or entrepreneur, especially
when starting out, is to act like a professional, whether you have a huge customer base
or client list, or not!
That’s something I always emphasize with anyone I work with - if you want to be seen as an expert in your field,
you have to act, think, and speak like one. No one “anoints” you an expert, you earn that title by consistently
showing up and providing valuable content to your audience.
And when you consistently provide great content, people start to find you and ask if
they can work with or buy from you!”

Here is how I used a newsletter, webinar, writing for publications to position
myself as an expert:
I distribute a weekly free newsletter which shares marketing and business tips for yoga teachers who want to
transform their yoga teaching “hobby” into a business.
I knew that in order for people to eventually pay for my business coaching, I would have to prove that I knew what
I was talking about. Even though I had no real following to speak of, I began to write weekly blog posts, and then
distribute them via an online newsletter using www.MailChimp.com.
I also pitched relevant story ideas to yoga industry sites and blogs, and at the end of everything I wrote, I included
a bio that would encourage interested readers to sign-up for my free newsletter. Showing up on other people’s
well-read blogs and well-trafficked websites is a relatively easy and quick way to establish yourself as someone
who knows what you’re talking about.
If the piece is well-written, it gives you instant credibility, and people want to connect with you via your newsletter
with the promise of receiving more valuable, free content. In a similar vein,
I’ve also hosted free webinars, which is another great list-building activity. I offer a 30 to 45 minutes presentation
that shares marketing strategies specifically for yoga teachers, and in exchange, I get their email addresses.
Plus, if the webinar is an interview-style, you are exposed to the other presenter or interviewer’s audience, which
again positions you as an expert in your field.
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How to position yourself as an expert
and attract new clients
By Cailen Ascher
This is what I covered in my newsletters, webinars, and articles:
In order to consistently generate content of high value for my audience, I always think
about the questions they come to me with.
Being an expert is not about using a lot of big words and revealing complicated
topics, it’s about addressing the issues that your audience actually wants answered.
For me, yoga teachers always want to know how to draw in more students, make
more money, and better manage their time.
These topics alone can give me countless newsletters’ worth of great content, because it speaks to the topics
my audience values most.
Always remember, you’re writing for your customers, not your competitors!

Here’s how you get people to subscribe or register:
My newsletter sign-ups jumped immensely when I started offering a “freebie” for signing-up. Though the
promise of a free weekly newsletter is enough to get some people to register, giving an extra incentive is always
a good idea.
I have my newsletter opt-in above the fold on my website’s homepage, and when people sign-up they receive
an instant download of an 18-page e-book that covers the Yoga Biz Essentials. This freebie has made a world
of difference with the number of sign-ups I get.

Here’s how you promote yourself to potential clients:
At the end of every article I write for other sites and blogs, at the conclusion or every webinar and interview I
do, I always invite people to sign-up for my newsletter.
If people have read the whole piece I wrote or listened to the entire webinar, chances are they are a great fit for
my teaching. People want to connect with you – so let them know how they can every chance you get!
Here are some links to newsletters and articles I have written so you can see these expert positioning strategies
in action:
Newsletter: If you don’t have THIS, you don’t have a yoga biz:
http://us5.campaign-archive2.com/?u=0431684e5e66ffeeef0776393&id=8eaa77ef4a
Newsletter: How paying it forward can build your yoga career:
http://us5.campaign-archive1.com/?u=0431684e5e66ffeeef0776393&id=0cd24e5ac1
“3 Ways To Use Social Media To Grow Your Yoga Class” for elephant journal:
http://www.elephantjournal.com/2013/06/3-ways-to-use-social-media-to-grow-your-yoga-class-cailen-ascher/
“Be A Change-Maker In Your Industry” Café Truth Webinar:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ONpIDGDPt-s
“5 Reasons To Start A Yoga Newsletter” for Teachasana:
http://www.teachasana.com/2013/05/5-reasons-to-start-a-yoga-newsletter/
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How to position yourself as an expert
and attract new clients
By Cailen Ascher
Here’s what I learned using this expert positioning strategy:
People need to hear the same things over and over again. To position yourself as an expert, it’s not about
constantly generating and delivering brand new information.
It’s about delivering your message consistently through various channels so that you can reach and teach as many
people as possible.
For example, I’ll write a post for my blog, and then use that same post in my email newsletter; a while later I may
do a short YouTube video about that same topic, and then pitch something similar to another blog as a guest post.
Being an expert is not about churning out tons of new content all the time – that would be exhausting – it’s more
so about teaching the same tried-and-true principles over and over again until people get it.

Take Action
To position yourself as an industry expert, and reap the benefits of “expert” status…
1: Start an email newsletter, and put a newsletter sign-up on your website’s homepage above the fold (i.e. on an
area of the page that you can see without scrolling down).
2: Offer to write guest posts for industry leaders’ blogs and websites – include a “call to action” in your author bio
that encourages people to sign-up for your newsletter.
3: Leverage your content. When you write a great blog post or newsletter, don’t just use it once – post a link to it
on your Facebook page, re-churn it as a YouTube video, or tweet it out to your followers.
Cailen Ascher is a yoga teacher and marketing expert. She shares empowering business practices for yoga
teachers at www.CALMbiz.com. To get a copy of Cailen’s 18-page Yoga Biz Essentials e-book for FREE, click
here. For more marketing and business tips, sign up for Cailen’s FREE newsletter, like Cailen’s CALM Biz
Facebook Page, or follow her on Twitter.

Notes by Graham
This simple strategy of positioning yourself as an expert is easy to do and works well to build an audience of
people who you know have instant credibility with.
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How to get your existing clients to sell
for you
By Andreas Becker

Lead generation is tough and expensive if you do it the hard way and it is very low cost and easy if you do it
the right way.
Let’s have a quick look at why it can be tough and expensive and then figure out the best way around it.
Most lead generation is like shooting a shotgun into the night and hoping you hit something.
Sometimes you might and sometimes you might even hit something you do not want to.
As an example take radio advertising. It is expensive and most people listening to your advert are not at all
interested. Basically you are spreading your advertising dollar too thin.
The few that might be interested are not in a position to take action right way. Once your advert has been
broadcast, it’s gone and you have to repeat the advert again and again in the hope that eventually the few
remaining interested people are in a position to take action and buy something from you.
Additionally, these people are not well qualified and do not trust you.
So one of the few weapons you have to get this prospect to buy is to be cheap and offer an incredible deal.
As you probably know it is not good for business to discount and reduce your margins.
You just have to work harder for less profit.
Here is a principle that has worked very well for all of my clients.
“Spend your advertising dollar as close as possible with the most likely person to buy from you”.
Keep this as your overriding thinking when you come up with any marketing strategy and you will get very
good returns.
So the 1st question that often comes up is:
“Where am I going to find the person who wants to buy my product?”
The answer is simple.
Your best prospects are associates, friends, and family of the
people that have recently bought your products or services.
This is called a referral strategy where you have your existing
clients sell for you.
It is easy, because you don’t have to do much and it is very low
cost because your marketing spend is right next to the most likely
person to buy from you.
Your prospects typically trust their friends and they can see the product or service in action. Because your happy
customer is raving about the service she has received from you she is practically making your next sale for you.
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How to get your existing clients to sell
for you
By Andreas Becker
Here is what happened to me the other day:
I love to go mountain biking with my friend. We both had average bikes and
we talked about upgrading.
One day my friend came along with his brand new fancy bike. He kept
bragging during the whole ride and as I became more interested he started
telling me about the great service he had received from the bike shop he
bought his bike from.
A couple of weeks later I decided to also have a look and guess where I went
and bought my new bike? From the shop he bought his bike from.
Price was important but not my main deciding factor.
Every business needs to have a solid referral strategy.
And here is another secret.
It is not about your product or service. Yes, your product has to be good but that’s about it. Your client can usually
not determine if something is good or brilliant.
For example if you are a builder, your clients cannot see how straight your nails are. Sure they can see if the wall
looks good but they can only see the very outer layer.
So the only thing that your clients can judge you on is everything around the actual product.
Here is a referral strategy I helped a local builder with and it works really well.
When the builder has completed the renovation or building project they do a couple of things most builders don’t
do very well.
3	They get the house or room professionally cleaned including the windows. Clients absolutely love this and
always comment how delighted they are about that.
3	The builder then has a meeting with the client where they agree that the job is complete and the client signs
off.
3	The builder has a payment app on his iPad and the client pays right there and then. This is the best time to
get payment because the client is happy. It is also great for cash-flow and the money is dealt with and quickly
forgotten. (This strategy alone is worth a lot of money and time to any builder.)
3	Within 24 hours, the builder couriers a gift box and a thank you card to his client. This box contains all sorts
of yummy stuff you can’t buy at a supermarket. The cost is about $100.
3	At the same time a questionnaire is send to the client by post. This questionnaire asks the client for feedback
and also reminds her of the things that were done that are not the norm. For example we ask: “Did we leave
your house clean and tidy?”. We then ask for permission to use her replies for our marketing purposes and
they always say “yes”. There is the law of reciprocity, which means that if you do something for someone,
they then have a feeling that they need to give back to you something in return. As you can imagine the
feedback is typically extremely positive and if there are areas that need attention the builder can address it
right away and get even more bonus points for being pro-active. We include a self-addressed envelope to
make it really easy for the client to send the questionnaire back.

8
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How to get your existing clients to sell
for you
By Andreas Becker

3	Once the questionnaire is received, we send a quick thank you card with a couple of movie tickets to the
clients. We also include 2 fridge magnets and ask them to give them to a couple of friends who might
need a builder sometime in the future.
This builder needs to do no advertising and gets most of his work from repeat business and word of mouth
referrals from his clients. His prices are well above average and because of that he can invest in good quality
equipment and hire above average trades people that he pays very well to do a top job. It is a real win-win.
This strategy can be systemized very easily so that it gets done consistently and without the builder using any of
his time.
When you see this as a marketing investment and compare that with almost any other marketing method it is
cheap and super cost effective.
Andreas Becker is a Master Business Coach with clients in NZ and other countries. He specializes in helping
clients to make more money from their business so that they can invest in passive income generation assets.
Andreas is an expert in finding the things in any business that really matter and improve these as quickly as
possible.
If you are a business owner and want to find out how you can work smarter and make more profit you can
register for a free Strategy Session here:
http://www.big-cheese.co.nz/strategy-session/

Notes by Graham
What I like about this referral strategy for the builder is that he has focused on making his clients feel good
about the experience of using his building services.
And as the old saying goes:
“I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never
forget how you made them feel.” Maya Angelou.
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Content marketing campaign brings
leads, expert status And #1 search
result on Google
By Lori Nash Byron
There’s a newish movement in the marketing world. For the last decade or so, savvy businesses – especially those
selling expertise, advice and non-commodity type products have turned away from old school advertising and
promotion to creating content that sells without being “sales-y.”

So what is content?
Here’s a definition, from the people who ought to know, the Content Marketing
Institute: “Content marketing is a marketing technique of creating and distributing
relevant and valuable content to attract, acquire, and engage a clearly defined and
understood target audience – with the objective of driving profitable customer action.”
Depending on your business, content could be almost anything: a simple checklist, a
series of articles, video, whitepapers, reports, your company blog, podcasts, webinars…
It’s anything created for the purpose of providing valuable information to your client.

Why content marketing is so effective for professionals and firms
Content marketing lets you communicate regularly with your prospects and clients without overtly selling. Instead
of buying ads in publications (which are ignored by your prospect) or cold calling to set up appointments (which
are avoided by your prospect), you create and publish information that prospects welcome and look forward to.
Heck, sometimes they even seek out your content.
It’s pull marketing, not push marketing. Prospects are drawn to you, rather than you pushing your firm brochures
and sales meetings at them.

Your KLT factor
Let’s face it, as professional service firms and consultants; you are “selling the invisible.” One of the most
important considerations in the client’s selection process is the know, like and trust factor. Your client needs
to feel that they know you, they have feel that they’d enjoy working with you and that you’d do a good job for
them. Using content helps prospective clients get to know you, your expertise, your style and the unique value you
provide, without your physical presence.

Content is your marketing workhorse
One of the best features of content marketing is how it helps you leverage your marketing and sales efforts.
Instead of making sales calls and meeting with prospects one-on-one, your content reaches tens, hundreds or
thousands of people. Content works for you, 24x7x365.

Content in action
Wondering if content can really pack the marketing wallop you need for your business?

10
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Content marketing campaign brings
leads, expert status And #1 search
result on Google
By Lori Nash Byron
Here’s a true content marketing story:
When I was the marketing director for a professional services firm – in field of engineering/architecture – I
created a content marketing campaign around a new highway interchange design that created 12 leads for
new projects, the #1 search result on Google, interviews with major newspapers and resulted in $300,000 in
new business.
Most remarkably, our firm never designed the interchange that we became well known for through the
campaign.
It started when one of the firm’s engineers told me about a new type of interchange design that would greatly
improve safety, called a “diverging diamond interchange.”
At the time, it didn’t exist in the US, only in Europe, but one
was being planned in Kansas City, Missouri.
I wrote a 1200-word educational piece about the diverging
diamond interchange in the style of a magazine article, and
quoted our firm’s traffic engineer in it. I posted the article on
the firm’s website, promoted it using social media and within
a couple of weeks, our company had the #1 search result on
Google for “diverging diamond interchange.”
Being the #1 result when people typed “Diverging Diamond
Interchange” into Google led to prospective clients from
South Africa, Uruguay, and U.S. states Utah, Ohio, Indiana,
and Tennessee calling our firm to inquire about our traffic
engineering services – the first time the firm had ever received
inbound inquiries. A few of these leads turned into other types
of projects, resulting in $300,000 in fees.
After the article had been on the firm’s website for three weeks, we received a call from a Kansas City Star
newspaper reporter, who interviewed and quoted our firm’s lead traffic engineer. Other newspapers also
conducted interviews and wrote articles on the diverging diamond interchange.

Content marketing success, summed up in one sentence
Because our firm wrote the most informative article on the interchange design, they were widely viewed as the
experts on that topic.
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Content marketing campaign brings
leads, expert status And #1 search
result on Google
By Lori Nash Byron
How you can put content marketing to work in your organization?
Here are five steps to start attracting leads with content:
1: 	First, think about your business from your client’s perspective. What are
the top 20-30 questions that prospects and clients ask?
2: 	Write those questions down. Be sure to use the exact words and
phrases that prospects and client use – it’s key.
3: 	Next, write answers to those questions. You can publish the questions
and answers as blog posts on your company website, record them as
separate short videos or write a series of articles.
	Why is this so effective? Put yourself in the mind of your prospect: most often he or she is using a search
engine like Google to search for the answer to a specific question. Google’s aim is to provide the best answer
to the searcher’s query, as quickly as possible. By creating content that includes your prospect’s exact questions
and provides solid answers, you’ll be at the top of the search results.
4: 	Brainstorm what kind of information would help your prospects and clients to understand the services you
provide, when and why they might need them and the value they gain from using your services. Bottom line how can you help prospects learn what they need to know to make the best decisions?
In the case of the diverging diamond interchange, prospects and clients needed to understand:
a.) What a diverging diamond interchange is and how it functions.
b.) The advantages and disadvantages of a diverging diamond interchange.
c.) The situations where a diverging diamond interchange would be the best choice to solve traffic issues.
5: 	Write with a “beginner’s mind.” Because you are so intimately familiar with your business, it’s challenging to
produce content that educates at the level your prospects actually need.
	I’m amazed when I meet insurance providers and ask them about their business, they tell me, “I sell whole life,
term life and universal policies.” I don’t know what those terms mean, therefore I don’t know if I need any of
those policies.

“

“

Say all you have to say in the fewest possible words, or your
reader will be sure to skip them; and in the plainest possible
words or he will certainly misunderstand them.

12
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Content marketing campaign brings
leads, expert status And #1 search
result on Google
By Lori Nash Byron
Winning with content marketing
The more great information you publish that answers client’s burning questions, the more likely a client will find
you while searching.
Content positions you as an expert in your industry, someone who can solve their problem, whether it’s
navigating the nuances of healthcare reform or styling an updo that stays up.
By consistently sharing valuable information, your web visitors and prospects come to know you, like you and
trust you. And then they buy from you.

Lori Nash Byron is the founder of Famous in Your Field, a training and consulting company,
working with business owners and professionals to build a powerful personal brand and grow
their business through speaking, publishing and publicity. Visit www.FamousinYourField.com and
enter your email address to get free weekly training and tips to boost your fame factor, delivered
straight to your inbox.

Notes by Graham
I really like this helpful explanation of content marketing. (And some simple ways to use it to position a
business as experts in their field.)
Content marketing is an excellent way to generate a lot of good quality prospects and is very easy to use.
I highly recommend you use it in your business.

“

“

We are all experts in our
own little niches.
Alex Trebek
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How I Injected 161 new prospects…
created $3,915 in new and repeat
income in 30 days for under $500
By Jaffaman Eddie
See the winner here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kx0E-Ymk_O8
Website image to enter

Christmas card I created as a hand-outs and mail out

The ‘Jaffa in the Jar’ strategy started when I became concerned about the number of local businesses under
stress in tough economic times.
I also identified that the period from November to January in my business was my slow time so I wanted to
make it my busiest season ever and give something back to my fellow hardworking business owner while
having a bit of fun at the same time.
It was a test, which I must say delivered pretty good results.
It injected 161 new people to my database, created $2,198 of business and income from my existing clients and
$1,717 in new business from new customers for under $500 and some of those new clients are now repeat clients.
Basically the Jaffa’s in the Jar was an offline and online competition giving people in business $3,137 in free
Christmas gifts.
They got one FREE chance to guess how many Jaffa’s in the Jar on my website for their chance to win $3,000
of direct response copywriting for their business in January 2013 and they also got a free critique of their
website home page valued at $137 for FREE in return for supplying me with their name and email address.
This was something I felt I could offer to help and support businesses so they could market themselves and get
their message out there faster.
I also got a lot of feedback about how much fun guessing the numbers of Jaffa’s in the jar was. It also helped
build my brand beyond my local region, was shared on social media and of course brought in quality leads and
sales and still is.
Now this type of name capture lead generation strategy is nothing new. Marketers have used strategy for as
long as I can remember and it is still alive and thriving today because it works for any business.
Most businesses that use this strategy give away a free report, DVD or book in return for people giving them
their name and email address.
All I did was exchange the traditional approach so it was more interactive, engaging and fun where people got
guess the number of “Jaffa’s In The Jar” for a FREE chance to win $3,000 of free direct response copywriting
for their business.
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How I Injected 161 new prospects…
created $3,915 in new and repeat
income in 30 days for under $500
By Jaffaman Eddie
Here’s how I did it:
Step1: I wear an orange suit and am known locally as Jaffaman Eddie. That is my branding so I decided to throw
a heap of Jaffa’s in an empty coffee jar and upload the image to my website and create a name captured or opt-in
form that capture the entrants name and email address.
Step 2: Next I featured the $3,137 FREE Christmas gift offer in my e-zine or e-newsletter that went out to my
database of customers, networking contacts, people I’d met and my suppliers and include a link back to my
website and the landing page where people could enter
Step 3: Each week I would do a small video 60-second or so video and post it on my You Tube channel, the
Eddie’s Copywriting & Marketing Centre Facebook page Twitter page, LinkedIn and my website to keep people
and entrants in the loop so they felt part of the competition.
Step 4: As a marketer part of the success of any campaign is using a combination of online and offline marketing.
So I designed a crude but effective Christmas card, which was the size of a traditional business card.
Step 5: Unlike the multitude of Christmas cards people receive which all look the same, my Christmas card has me
wearing a Santa hat and playing my guitar on the front of it and the $3,137 in FREE Christmas gifts offers on the
back. I play guitar and use to be a lead singer in bands so it was funny, it stood out, it was engaging and personal
which is the same way I run my businesses.
So I handed this Christmas card out at business networking event I attended and included in my hardcopy
newsletter mailings as well and people loved how different it was and the concept.

So how can you apply this strategy to your business?
Well each business and potential client is different so here are just a few generic strategies for the purpose of
serving everyone so you get the general idea
Beauty services – A beauty service could create competition around show us your worst spray tan, haircut or
nail for your chance to win $1,000 beauty makeover. They could go to your website, enter their name and email
address and upload their photo to your website for their chance to win.
Trades and mechanical services – could create something such as get your car serviced and win your service fee
back in full. Another idea may be to give away a lap around a race circuit, or get one car serviced or win a new set
of tyres free and the list goes on.
If you’re a pool service maybe you can offer where every new person in the month of August for example goes
into a draw for a chance to win 3 months of free pool cleaning.
Professional white collar services – Could give away or create a competition around free gift such as free
marketing, get a website designed by us for your chance to win your website design back in full or win a FREE SEO
package valued at XYZ
As you can tell the list is endless so give some thought to what your goal, tactic and strategy will be.
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How I Injected 161 new prospects…
created $3,915 in new and repeat
income in 30 days for under $500
By Jaffaman Eddie
The key things you need to consider and decide upon before you get started:
1: Decide how much value you’re prepared to give away and create your prize or gift around what is of use to
your core tribe or potential clients.
Part of this is setting the buying criteria. Sure you can give away movie tickets but what you really want to do is
attract potential prospects interested in your products or services so you can market to them in the future and
convert a prospect into a paying customer over time.
2: Keep costs down first. I always Start small but Think Big so start small do a test see what results are then roll
it out on a bigger scale if results are there.
3: Decide on the length of time your competition will run for? 30 days, 60 days or 90-days which is usually the
maximum.
4: Is your competition going to be held locally, nationally or internationally? It depends on what type of service
you provide and where the people are located that you supply it to.
5: Make sure you have an opt-in sign up form that captures the person name and email address on your
website with an auto responder so when people enter they receive a short email that says “Thanks so much
entering’ We’ve received your entry and you are now entered in the draw.” This way so you can keep them
informed about what’s going on with your competition and you can start building the marketing relationship
with them
6: Keep people informed but do not hound them. Don’ t email them every day but create at least one post a
week using text, images and video on your social media with a link that sends them back to your website entry
or update page.
7: Get out of your comfort zone, make it fun and different so people talk about it and enter.
8: Use online and offline. If you’re a retail store hang some posters up around your store so people walking
in know it exists. Or include a small DLY flyer about the competition that goes in the bag with the clothes the
customer just brought from you
9: Feature it in your monthly e-newsletter or hardcopy newsletter if you have one.
10: Track results. Mine was automated so I knew how many people entered, when they entered and how
they heard about it but you can just use a Excel spreadsheet if you have to, it’s just a more manual and time
intensive process.
Jaffaman Eddie and his team have been increasing the marketing returns and converting more prospects
into customers writing direct response copy for business websites, letters, direct mail packages, video
scripts, print ads, flyer’s, emails, SMS campaigns and other marketing materials since 2003.
Eddie’s passion for copywriting, group & private copywriting coaching, personality marketing, brand
image techniques and infotainment help you reach more clients more effectively for increased return on
your marketing spend without any hype, marketing jargon or advertising fluff. You can learn more about
Jaffaman Eddie and Eddie’s Copywriting & Marketing Centre at http://www.creativecopywritng.com.au

Notes by Graham
Competitions are often a fun way to get high quality leads for a business. And Eddie shows how easy they are
to put into action in any business.
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How I leveraged a charity partnership
in my fitness business
By Sally Feinerman
When it’s done strategically, charitable giving is good for business. You can promote your charitable activities to
build good will in the community, enhance customer loyalty, heighten brand awareness, and, yes, even increase
sales. Let me first briefly share my story and then explain the steps you can take to align your business with a
charity.
The 2011 Auckland Half Marathon was an event that would change my
life. I had entered with hopes of gaining a qualifying time for the New York
Marathon, however after struggling for a distance, I collapsed and was
forced to pull out – dashing my chances of qualifying.
Then, a week before Christmas, I was admitted to hospital and, as a fit,
healthy fitness professional, the news that I required a pacemaker was
unexpected.
As I was recovering in hospital it became very clear to me that the purpose of having a pacemaker fitted was so
that I could get out there in a bigger way to share my own heart story and inspire others to do the same.
It is often the worst thing that happens to us becomes our biggest opportunity it is simply a matter of mind-set.
Through focus and determination, and with the help of the New Zealand Heart Foundation, I got back out
pounding the pavements.
In 2012 I not only got to run the Auckland Half Marathon, but exactly one week after the Auckland Half Marathon
I lined up at the start line of the New York Marathon!
Or so I thought until 24 hours prior when Hurricane Sandy put pay to the official marathon, however not letting
that stop me I did a marathon in Central Park called run anyway with about 5000 other people.
Through my work as a fitness trainer, and through this run, I started to spread the word that it is never too late
to start looking after your health, and I am testament to the importance of maintaining a healthy lifestyle to help
reduce the risk of heart disease.
This gave me the perfect opportunity to send out press releases about my story and the
work I was doing for the New Zealand Heart Foundation. Each press release tied back to
the work I was doing for them.
As a result I got some great media coverage also benefiting my business, Fitness Fix.
Firstly I was selected to represent New Zealand as a delegate in the parade of nations for
the New York Marathon opening ceremony. Although this did not go ahead due to the
hurricane I was asked to do a live interview in New York back to New Zealand reporting
live on the hurricane and what this meant as a runner about to line up to run the New York Marathon.
When I returned to New Zealand I was interviewed on breakfast TV about running with a pacemaker. This
interview resulted in my latest opportunity.
“North Shore women’s fitness expert and personal trainer, Sally Feinerman, has been selected as one of 24
extraordinary runners from around the world to be a Medtronic Global Hero at this year’s Medtronic Twin Cities
Marathon in Minneapolis, USA, on October 6 2013.”
The Medtronic Global Heroes programme celebrates runners who, with the help of medical technology, have
continued to lead a full, active life. Medtronic first heard about Sally’s story when she featured on TVNZ Breakfast
in 2012 in an interview about her running achievements less than a year after having a pacemaker fitted.
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How I leveraged a charity partnership
in my fitness business
By Sally Feinerman

This is a fully sponsored trip and has given me even more media opportunities and a bigger platform to spread
my message of heart disease.
I believe that these opportunities are a direct result of aligning my purpose and my business as one. For me it
is quite simple my goal is to help stop women dying prematurely of heart disease.

What did I do?
I set up a free walking group for women to attend every each Saturday and in return they gave me a gold coin
donation for the New Zealand Heart Foundation.
“By donating to my group you will be helping the Heart Foundation continue its vital work in research, cardiac
rehabilitation, education programmes and resources”.
This is the most successful lead generation strategy I have used in my business. By joining the group you kick
start your weekend with a spectacular walk in amazing scenery, with a fun group of like-minded women, while
raising money for the New Zealand Heart Foundation at the same time. Once the ladies have joined the group
the other members who train at Fitness Fix sell the benefits of training at my studio.
I have created a community of raving fans and the members feel great knowing they are giving back at the
same time as working on their fitness.
I also hold events at my studio and charge a per person cost and all profits go to the Heart Foundation. Having
a charity also means your social media goes viral... people love stories that relate to a cause.

Three key tips to get started:
1: Pick a cause that you believe in.
This helps elevate your involvement from something you feel you should do to something
you truly enjoy doing.
2: Look for a local charity.
Knowing that you’re helping your own community can make your involvement more
meaningful, especially if it also enhances the well-being of family and friends and clients
in your area.
3: Find a cause that relates to your business.
Support a charity that affects and influences your target market. For example if you are in the beauty industry
in New Zealand you may want to sponsor an event such as Look Good Feel Better. “Look Good Feel Better is a
free service offered to women undergoing treatment for cancer. We help restore and enhance the appearance
of cancer patients during and after treatment.”
Now that you have decided on your charity, here are a few actions you can take to make the most of your
involvement:
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How I leveraged a charity partnership
in my fitness business
By Sally Feinerman
Involve your clients and staff.
My experience shows that clients feel good about a business that supports local and civic causes and they are way
more likely to spread the word about your business to their friends and family, indirectly through talking about the
charity. I believe that workers also value their company’s charitable activities and take pride in participating, too.

Five more ways to leverage your involvement.
1: Ask the charity that is benefiting from your donation to mention you in its promotional materials and where
possible on social media.
2: Send out a press release with photos highlighting your efforts to media outlets in your community.
3: Provide special offers or discounts to people associated with the charity. Consider donating a certain percentage
of your sales to the cause.
4: Feature the charity in your marketing materials, on your website and via social media
5: Public speaking – offer to donate your speakers fee to your charity, this could give you an opportunity to get up
in front of hundreds of people that you wouldn’t normally have access to. (This one works a treat)
Expand your circle of influence. Let’s say you hold an event for your charity, they are going to broadcast it to their
database and this could potentially get your business in front of tens of thousands of leads.
I believe that giving to a worthy cause is a must and should be part of your overall business strategy. You will
quickly see that it is a win-win situation and that the more that you start to donate the more success you will have
in your own business.
Sally Feinerman is the director of Fitness Fix, which provides women who previously lacked motivation, support
or courage to fit fitness in to their lives with an opportunity to achieve amazing results for themselves in a way
that is easy and effective. With a passion for women’s wellness, she has developed her blueprint for assisting
busy women improve the quality of their lives through exercise and nutrition programmes.
www.fitnessfix.co.nz

Notes by Graham
There is a lot of value in partnering up with a charity that you like. You can add a lot of value to the charity and to
your own business when you use the steps that Sally suggests.

“

“

What is the use of living, if it not be to strive for noble
causes and to make this muddled world a better place for
those who will live in it after we are gone?
Winston Churchill
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Mobile Billboard advertising
By Steve Gardiner

This advertising strategy is so basic and simple I am surprised that no one else is doing it in my city. I guess
that’s why it has caused quite a lot of gossip in the community.
I had a light steel angle iron frame made to fastens on to the tow ball of my vehicle which holds a 120cm x
110cm double sided sign printed on multi flute sign board.
We designed the frame work in such a way that we can change the advertising sign when- ever we need to
by having one end of the frame open to slide the sign in and out of when- ever we need to.
I had a shaft and clamp made up (The same design as they use to support a bicycle on the back of a vehicle) It
clamps to the tow ball of my vehicle so it becomes a mobile bill board.
I had my sign writer do up 3 double sided core flute signs (6 in total) with different marketing messages on
each side so we can rotate the signs when- ever we have a different campaign or special running.
I then chose a suitable place to park my vehicle, preferably on a road with high traffic flow with the sign facing
the direction of the traffic flow. I have a number of parking spots around town that I have pre -selected that
give me the best exposure.
I like to park it near a round- about or near traffic lights where the traffic has slowed down so that it is easily
read by the passing traffic.
I then get a staff member to pick me up or I bike to work. When I have finished for the day or I need to use my
vehicle, I get a ride back to my vehicle up or have one of my staff do that for me.
This idea works particularly well if you have a utility or a van so you can put a bike and the sign on the back to
save involving any other person.
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Mobile Billboard advertising
By Steve Gardiner

I some- times leave the sign on the back as I drive around town. It gives me a good viewing when I stop at the
shop or the bank or when I am parked at the traffic lights This acts as a mobile billboard.

One off cost
The cost to make up the steel frame work was $208.00
The cost of six x 1200 x 110cm multi flute signs $549.00
(You can just do 1 or 2 ) $91.50 each
Total one off cost. $757.00

The benefits:
Simple and easy to create.
Low cost advertising that gives you daily exposure to thousands of customers.
Unlike media advertising this only has a one off cost.
It is relatively inexpensive to create compared to most other external advertising.
You can place your signage any -where there is traffic and people flow.
You can park your mobile sign on a busy road. In or near a busy shopping centre, at a school gala day or sporting
event or at your local market on a Saturday morning. Even in a council no pay angle parking spot down town. You
can rotate the signs as you require.
While you are working in your business your sign is out and about, working for you.
It gives you access to a potential client base that would not normally be exposed to your building and window
signage on a daily basis as they travel another route.
Because no one else is using this mobile bill board advertising you get noticed.
Unlike expensive vehicle sign writing, this method of advertising can be easy changed or rotated at no extra charge
or on- going cost.

The down side.
Make sure that you do not upset the council by parking on their parks.
Can be a little inconvenient to drop off and pick up the vehicle but well worth 10 to 15 minute daily set up time.
The first day I put my mobile billboard advertising to work I secured two sales that totalled $1560.00
On the 2nd day I closed another sale to the value of $910.00
48 Hours 300 % return and I still have the signage.
We continue to get enquiries that lead to sales on a daily and weekly basis that are directly related to our mobile
signage.
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Mobile Billboard advertising
By Steve Gardiner

What I like about it the most is that it I have no on- going costs related to my mobile advertising just a few
minutes each day to set up the signage and park the vehicle.
Think how this simple idea could work for you.
Steve Gardiner has been the owner of Gold’s Health & Fitness in Rotorua, New Zealand since 1991. Steve
and his team help people from all walks of life to overcome their limitations and build strong healthy
vibrant bodies. You can learn more about Steve and his services by going to www.golds.co.nz

Notes by Graham
I really like this idea by Steve. It is easy to do and has worked a treat. When Steve first told me about the idea
he explained that he paid less than $800 to set it up and in 5 days bought in sales totalling $2.500. It has the
potential to bring in 50K to 100 k of additional business in the next 12 months. Which is a great return on
Steve’s investment.
Signs can be a good way to promote many businesses
Here’s an interesting example:

A fun competition for a hardware store:
A hardware shop increased the number of people coming into their store with a creative strategy.
They put up a big sign in their window that said:
“We guarantee that if you come into our store one of our people will professionally greet and welcome you
within 20 seconds. If they don’t we will give you $50.00 of hardware of your choice completely free”
People would walk down the street and read this sign. They would then mentally say to themselves “That
sounds interesting; I think I will check it out.” So they would walk inside the hardware store.
The store had a bell and buzzer on their door that sounded as soon as you went in.
One of their salespeople would excuse themselves if they were dealing with a customer by saying something
like “Can you just excuse me for 10 seconds” and then walk over to the person and welcome them to the
store. “Thank you for coming in today, I’m just with someone else so please free to look around. I’ll be with you
in a moment”
This way the customer was always greeted professionally within 20 seconds of walking in to the shop.
Now once the people were in the shop guess what many did? That’s right they said to themselves, “Well now
that I’m here what can I buy that I might need?”
Sales increased dramatically.
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The power of Facebook testimonials
By Casey Halloran

Costa Rican Vacations http://www.vacationscostarica.com/ started as a two-man shop in 1999, led by two freshout-of-college, U.S. expats who met as roommates in Costa Rica’s capital city.
Our company sells high-end, customized trips to Costa Rica, Nicaragua and Panama.
Since the beginning, our business relied 100% upon the Internet as its marketing channel.
A decade later, the company has grown to a 100-person organization with $25MM in annual sales.
Despite success as cutting-edge Internet marketers, our company was a late adopter of Facebook as a promotional tool.
Our target market is around 40-60 years of age, a demographic that wasn’t on Facebook early, so we didn’t think
it valuable for us to jump on Facebook early.
However, our staff made a compelling case for adopting social media.
As Facebook gained popularity with the 40-plus crowd, it became clear we had to figure out how to utilize this
medium.
We concluded the best way to start was to use Facebook as the central location for client feedback.
Here is what we did…

Step #1: Integrate Facebook with customer email survey
Our web team set up a custom “Testimonials” tab on our Facebook
page, allowing visitors to see a “wall” dedicated to testimonials.
https://www.facebook.com/costaricanvacations
We send an exit survey to all vacation clients after they have arrived back
home.
The last question asks if they would post a testimonial to Facebook.

Step # 2: Encourage sales team to interact
In order to keep the conversations going, we encourage our sales team to follow up with client posts.
We push our staff to interact with their clients post sale not just to thank them, but also to discuss their experience
and see how we might improve our service.

Step #3. Offer an incentive
To encourage customers to post a testimonial on Facebook, we offer an Amazon gift card to “the most helpful
review.”
Amazon was chosen because “it’s almost like money” and less restrictive than other gift cards.
Once testimonials started coming in, it snowballed, and once everyone was doing it, other people felt more
comfortable.
We receive one or more testimonials per day, and now have over 300.
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The power of Facebook testimonials
By Casey Halloran

Step #4. Integrate testimonials across channels
Because our company is using a custom page on Facebook, the cool thing is, you can embed those comments
anywhere you want.
Costa Rican Vacations utilizes the testimonials in two places:
1: Website Testimonials Page: As opposed to most web testimonials that you are asked to assume are real.
Instead, on our site you are seeing real headshots of real people.
2: Vacation Itineraries -- Sent to prospective customers, where it’s embedded right there in the itinerary, so
prospects can see past client reviews.

TIP: Don’t Delete Negative Feedback
Not all reviews are the glowing kind that marketers hope for, and we deal with negative reviews by going into
full attack mode — but in a positive way.
It is rare for a client issue to go unresolved during their vacation, but if they are still unhappy after returning
home, and air their grievance publicly, we must have done something wrong.
To address a complaint, our marketing department calls a meeting with the customer service team and the
sales rep who sold the vacation to figure out what went awry. We go to great lengths to resolve an issue, as
we know the value of a stellar online reputation.
If we can turn some of those unhappy folks around…we want them to come back then and say, “They
resolved my issue,’”

End results
One of our company’s annual goals was to increase referrals and repeat business.
Previously, it had been running at around 6%. That number has doubled, currently at 12%.
I believe that part of that growth came as a result of this testimonials project.
Sometimes the best innovations are small ones. This was not any mind-blowing or technologically difficult feat,
but it took a few attempts at it to make it work, and once it did, it took off.
About Casey Halloran: I moved to Costa Rica in 1998, one year after finishing college at the University of
Richmond, VA. I can’t remember when or why I got the idea to move to Costa Rica, but it began in college. I never
thought I’d be here 15 years later, married with child, but there is something about life in the tropics that gets under
your skin. My fave thing is the weather, which is near perfect. A close second is the pace of life and the people.
Things move a lot slower here, which is something you either learn to embrace or you wash out from frustrations.
After all these years I think it’s probably been good for a type-A person like me, as it forces one to not sweat the
small stuff. You can see more about our company and what we offer at http://www.vacationscostarica.com/

Notes by Graham
Testimonial are one of my favourite marketing strategies. And I love the way Casey and his team have
combined great testimonials with the power of Facebook. His strategy is something that many businesses
could easily put into action.
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An innovative way to get profitable
appointments with key decision makers
By Tim Holliday
Children’s World Uniform Supply partners with private schools to provide the uniforms that their students wear to
school every day.
Among the many benefits of the uniforms are that they are great promotional items for the schools. Each school
is significant, because it means outfitting however many hundreds of students they have with uniforms.
Obtaining meetings with the appropriate personnel at the school, in order to discuss a uniform program, is the
number one goal of the business.
Having had mixed results with traditional methods of phone calls and direct mail pieces, Children’s World decided
to try something different.
Custom promotional items were put together, featuring the Children’s World information in a tangible way,
instead of just on paper.
These were used as custom direct mail pieces to a targeted group of private schools in a 100 mile radius of the
store. After analysing data from the internet, and conducting investigative phone calls to determine the principals
and appropriate school heads to personally address the packages to, the packages were assembled.
These consisted of an award sheet showing
some of the numerous reader’s choice and other
awards that the store has won, an engraved
flashlight that had the store information, as
well as a catch phrase “shining a light on
promotional products”, for schools to think
about Children’s World Uniform Supply for their
uniform program.
The award sheet and flashlight were put in a
colourful oversized custom box with flowers and
“look what’s blooming with Children’s World”
on the outside.
The box was personally addressed to the decision
maker that had been identified above, and
mailed just a few at a time, to allow time for
appropriate follow-up.
Within two or three days of the delivery of the boxes, follow-up was done via direct phone calls to those decision
makers.
The decision makers were much more receptive to discussions and setting up meetings to discuss Children’s
World’s services in more detail.
The campaign resulted in 3 closed sales out of the 21 packages that were mailed. The total campaign cost
approximately $12.00 per box, plus some labour costs for the time researching the schools, assembling and
mailing the boxes.
Total sales of $25,000 have been realized the first year alone, with that amount expected as additional annual
sales for every year these schools are served.
By using custom promotional items, unique packaging, targeted mailing, and good follow-up, Children’s World
was able to make this a very successful campaign.
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An innovative way to get profitable
appointments with key decision makers
By Tim Holliday
Other businesses could use similar ideas like this to target their best prospects,
and likely have similar results…
The formula would be as follows. First, the business would need to narrow down their target market into
highly qualified prospects that would be good for their business, and would appear to be able to do business
with them.
This can be done by doing research on the prospects via the internet and other informational sources available.
Next, the business should work with a promotional products expert, who can help them pick products and
packaging that can make a visual impact with this project.
The products should represent the business well, be useful, and be consistent with the businesses brand image
and colours.
Finally, the actual mailing needs to be done in stages, rather than all at once.
This is so the business can have time to focus on appropriate follow-up and schedule meetings with the
prospects. This is a crucial point, because if appropriate follow-up is not done, the entire project might not
yield results, meaning the whole thing was a waste of time and money.
If, however, the mailings are done just a few a week, so there is time to make follow-up phone calls within days
of the packages being received, there is a high possibility that meetings will be granted, and the opportunity to
present your business proposal will be there.
And, considering they were introduced to the company through such a unique and creative mail piece, the
prospects will already have a favourable impression of the business, meaning they may be more inclined to
meet, and do business.
Tim Holliday owns Children’s World and Children’s World Uniform Supply with his wife Cynthia. 2012 National
Runner-Up Independent Small Business of the Year, and in business since 1964, Children’s World offers school/
business/sport/Boy Scout uniforms, custom embroidery/printing, promotional products, and specialty toys/games/
educational supplies. Tim is a branding expert, holding a MASI designation, which is the equivalent of a Master’s
Degree in advertising specialties/promotional products. He can be reached at his website
http://www.childrensworlduniform.com/

Notes by Graham
I love this idea of using an innovative package to get the attention of key decision makers. Surprisingly
inexpensive to do yet works so well.
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Building Referral Streams from Internet
Discussion Groups
By Shel Horowitz
For years, I built my business through Internet discussion groups.
For those who understand the medium and use it patiently, it can be an extremely effective
free marketing tool.
It takes time, but costs nothing out of pocket. I look for groups (primarily on Yahoogroups
and LinkedIn, these days) where I can both learn and teach, so that my reading is not only
mining for contacts, but also professional development—and that have enough critical mass
so a post can have some impact. I still get referrals from people who know me from lists I
left years ago.
My chief strategy is to respond to posts when the answer demonstrates my skills. Thus, as a green marketing and
publishing consultant/copywriter, I’ll give advice on going green, marketing strategy, and book publishing—all in
a conversational, friendly style. And much of that advice will demonstrate the superiority of using an expert (for
example, showing how a draft book cover or press release falls short).
Typically, it takes about six months of active participation before people start inquiring about doing business with
me.
Here’s part of one post (to public relations professionals) that immediately got four inquiries from prospects—two
of whom became clients within two months.
I responded directly to an inquiry from a person who mails postcard decks about partnering with a PR firm for his
small-business clients with a relevant and helpful answer—and used that opportunity to show off my expertise, my
low pricing, and my credentials, as well as my willingness to partner with other PR people.
(I’ve updated the price):
“For many years, I’ve operated a rather limited PR shop, doing just the parts I enjoy: writing and strategic planning,
always emphasizing low-cost, high-return solutions… But I get a great deal of satisfaction when my clients send
me newspaper clips that are verbatim reprints of my news releases, or close to it. And I also get the good feeling
in my heart from helping people who thought they couldn’t afford professional PR, but find the $325 or so they
pay me to write a release is within reach if they can do the distribution themselves.
In fact, I’ve even subcontracted to more full-service agencies. To me, one of the greatest things about the Internet
is the ability to develop partnerships that expand one’s reach…
For instance, there’s a news distribution service I’ve recommended to many of my clients—and the service provider,
in turn, has sent me some copy writing work… Now for me, as a copywriter, to be able to partner with someone
who mails card decks, for example, makes a lot of sense.
Once list mates become delighted clients, I ask if they’ll post their praise to the list. This raises my standing to all
list members, even industry gurus—and brings me referrals from people who’ve never even hired me.
The big takeaway? I’m branding repeatedly to my best prospects—without having to sell: perceived as helpful, not
pushy.”
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Building Referral Streams from Internet
Discussion Groups
By Shel Horowitz

One of the top green marketing consultant/copywriters Shel Horowitz, shows businesses how going green is good
for the planet AND the bottom line—he specializes in ethical, effective, and affordable marketing strategies. His
eighth book, Guerrilla Marketing Goes Green, has been an Amazon category bestseller at least 30 months. You can
get more details on Shel at http://greenandprofitable.com

Notes by Graham
What I like about this simple strategy that Shel has shared is how effective it is. One new client from using this
strategy paid Shel $30,000 in fees last year alone. In total, this one strategy has produced over $500,000 of
new revenues for his business since he started using it. Could be well worth trying in your business as well.
This strategy of participating in Internet Discussion Groups helps to position you as an expert in your field by
sharing helpful information.
So your main focus is to share helpful tips and hints and not to ‘sell’ your services.
By sharing helpful information in a low key and friendly way you show the members of this group that you
a person that adds real value. That makes it very easy for them to make contact with you when the timing is
right at their end.
I interviewed Dr Ivan Misner the founder of BNI and he shared some interesting comments about networking
with people as a marketing strategy.
He said you want to diversify your networks, participate in a group like BNI, a service club or professional
association, online networks and so on.
Be in different kinds of groups because you have different connections, different strengths, and different
exposure to different groups of people.
Ivan shared a great comment I really liked in our interview.
Ivan explained that where networking goes wrong is when people practice what he calls premature solicitation.
(That’s where you try to get people do business with you before they really get to know you.)
Ivan said that people who want an advantage at building their business through referrals, have to understand
that networking is about cultivating relationships with other business people.
And that’s what you can do by participating actively in Internet Discussion Groups as Shel has explained.

“

“

Referrals aren’t given easily. If you don’t take the time to
establish credibility, you’re not going to get the referral.
People have to get to know you. They have to feel
comfortable with who you are and what you do.
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Dr Ivan Misner Founder of BNI
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A handshake and a conversation can
produce a lot of new clients…
By Shannon Lach
PEAR is a creative collaboration of event managers in Upstate
New York.
We have had tremendous success based on our simple, free
and traditional marketing and sales tactic – a handshake and
a conversation.
We generated over $40,000 in sales within only 3 months of
launching PEAR and increased our profit margin by 200% in
just 8 months from this tactic.
From there we have continued to prosper and become
the premier event planner in upstate New York - currently
booking major clients such as Tim Horton’s.

How you can use this tactic:
Do Internet searches for local businesses in your market, then create spread sheets for each industry and specific
niche.
Do your networking work by sending them an email or just simply call them inviting them to meet for coffee.
References are built from relationships!

Here is a sample email that we used with great success:
Subject Line: (Put in the subject line that you used)
Mr. Smith,
I am Shannon Marie Lach, owner of PEAR {Planning Events And Receptions}, a Buffalo-based event planning
company. We have mostly worked throughout Rochester and Syracuse, New York, but as we grow to focus on
the Buffalo event industry, we are looking to connect and collaborate with local business! Our goal is to create
Buffalo, New York as a destination event location and expose untapped raw talent in the event industry.
I discovered your business on Facebook and am impressed with the calibre of product and service you offer. We
seem to share the same goals and passion and I would love to learn more about your business and hopefully be
able to collaborate with you in the future.
I would love to meet and see what the other can offer prospective clients.
If this interested you, please give me a call to set up a time to meet.
716-512-9166
Kind Regards,
Shannon Marie Lach
Owner
PEAR
www.pearplanning.com
Shannon@pearplanning.com
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A handshake and a conversation can
produce a lot of new clients…
By Shannon Lach
Here is a phone script that we used to get appointments:
(KISS IT – keep it simple stupid: don’t ramble and state your name, purpose and proposed action. Then follow
up with repeating the original purpose)
Good Morning Mr. Smith. My name is Shannon Lach, the proud owner of PEAR planning based out of Buffalo
New York. I was calling because I came across your website while browsing through a common friends
Facebook and would love to meet you to see how we can possibly work together in regards to the event
industry in Buffalo. Feel free to give me a call at your earliest convenience to set up a date at 716-512-9166.
I look forward to hearing from you and the possibility to work with you in the near future. Again, that is
Shannon with PEAR and I look forward to hearing from you.
Repeat and continuous referral sales happen with simple networking that is free (except for the cost of a
Grande Starbucks Coffee).
Meet with potential partners in your industry on a bi- monthly basis and DO NOT talk about business.
Get to know the person, what kind of coffee they like, and have it waiting for them before they get there. Be
sure you always pay for the coffee too.
Here is what we said when we first met with people over coffee.
Hi Mr. Smith, I am going to grab a coffee, what would you like? {Tell, don’t ask – always pay for the coffee of
the colleague you requested to meet.}
{The trick is to NOT talk about business at first. The first 5-10 minutes should be generic topics: drive in to the
coffee shop, have they been to this coffee shop…}
Great meeting you and thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule to meet with me. I was doing
some research on your website and really enjoyed the photos from all of your events, quite impressive. Can
you tell me a bit how you got started in the event industry and what you enjoy about it? {this allows you to
gage what aspects of the business are important to them and reflect your conversation around topics they are
comfortable with and have a passion for. You want to screen for topics they are passionate about and avoid
those they have a dislike for}
Here is how we followed up on this meeting
There should always be 3 actions following a meeting to maintain a relationship and become a referral for a
business
1 – A thank you email within 24 hours of the initial meeting:
This should be short and simple with an action plan
Mr. Smith, Thank you for meeting with me yesterday! I really enjoyed our conversation and have become
inspired by the possible projects we discussed working on. I will touch base once I know the time and place of
next month’s networking event. Please let me know if I can be of any assistance in the meantime.
Best, Shannon
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A handshake and a conversation can
produce a lot of new clients…
By Shannon Lach
2 – An invitation to a industry related networking event {should be within the first 3 months of initial
meeting}
Mr. Smith, Hope you are doing well. I am writing to invite you and your partner to the Industry Networking Event
we discussed at our meeting.
Networking Event Name
Date
Time
Location
Fee if required
Website
RSVP date
Let me know if you would like to attend together and if your partner will be with you. Kind Regards,Shannon
3 – Follow up meeting: Should have a thank you and then another action plan to meet at a future date
Mr. Smith, Hope you enjoyed the Industry Networking Event last week. If you wish, I can add you to email list for
further notification of events. Also, I am currently working on a new Event Industry Project and would love your
expertise and possibly utilize your product. Are you free in the next 2 weeks to meet to discuss?
Kind Regards,
Shannon
The other imperative actions between emails are to mentioning them on social media, sending other business
professionals to them for assistance, and including them on your monthly newsletter list.

Take Action:
Try this simple marketing strategy yourself. It’s easy to use and works well.
Shannon Marie Lach: Owner/Principal Planner
Lach has been creating and planning events since 2002 and has been hired for event consultation and planning
throughout New York by businesses, non profits, universities, celebrities, business owners and many more! Lach carries
a BS in Business Administration from SUNY Geneseo, concentrating in Marketing & Pre Law, as well as education from
Simon Graduate School of Business for Brand Marketing Consulting.
You can contact Shannon on email at Shannon@pearplanning.com or via her website at www.pearplanning.com

Notes by Graham
I like this strategy by Shannon because it is simple to do and works well.
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An unusual way to attract ideal clients
for your business
By Bridget Marsh
One of the interesting things about business is that sometimes the solutions to your biggest marketing challenges
can be found in surprising places.
Here’s a perfect example of what I mean…
In 2009 I was contacted by a young couple who had just formed a business partnership. He was a web developer
and she was a marketer specialising in design and presentation.
Both people were experts in their field and they had systems in place to help them scale their business to handle a
large volume of sales.
However they were struggling to attract the right clients who would really value their website services so they
could make their business both profitable and successful.
One of the big problems they had was they had not clearly defined ‘who’ their ideal client were and exactly what
they were offering these clients.
As a result their own website was a bit of a jumble with loads of information and had no clear message that
appealed to their ideal customer.
Instead of recommending a traditional marketing campaign to try and get new clients I worked with the talented
couple on doing something a bit different.
We spent several days working with a ‘visioning process’ to define ‘why’ they were doing
what they were doing, what was important to them about the work and the business they
were choosing to build. This included what their personal values were and what else they
wanted to do with their lives.
Given they were in a boom industry and could expect a large number of enquiries it was important to be able to
quickly identify who to spend more time with, who to partner with for the long term, what software to use and
what types of projects they wanted to engage in and other key strategic decisions.
Knowing their big ‘why’ or bigger purpose and what their dream business would look like enabled them to write
their own web copy that attracted mostly their ideal customers and create a qualifying process that quickly and
efficiently weeded out the tyre kickers and time wasters (strategically speaking of course!).
One of the characteristics that we identified in their ideal clients was that they were businesses and organisations
that wanted to build a large interactive community of clients and followers.
By knowing this, they were able to include these concepts in their marketing copy and ask about them in their
expression of interest document. And work out the best website software and resources that would help clients
like this build a large interactive community.
They now had an area of specialisation that they could promote themselves as being experts in.
This work positioned their brand in the market perfectly. They were able to attract exactly the kind of new
business that would grow their reputation and importantly also gave them the confidence to say ‘no’ to other
business that would have kept them from doing their best work for their best customers and slowed down both
their actual growth and the growth of their reputation in the right markets.
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An unusual way to attract ideal clients
for your business
By Bridget Marsh

In less than 4 years this business has grown an international reputation for building very complex social
platform websites. The owners travel and are invited to speak at Web development conferences around
the world (one of their dreams). From a team of 2 they now employ 11 people and the projects they are
involved in are completely aligned to their values meaning they are energised by each one achieving a level of
satisfaction seldom found in business in my experience.
There are many added benefits of building a business aligned in this way but a key one has been the ability
to hire people who share those values and big purpose making the hiring process both simpler and more
successful in building a motivated team.
Here are 2 keys to a strategy that rapidly grows a business that is profitable and fulfilling.

1: Get clear on what you want.
I call this your personal end game and it includes how much time you want to be working, what work you
want to be doing, your personal values, what you care about in the world, what income level you aspire to,
and what else you want to do with your time
– in the case of the above business they were clear that they wanted to be able to gift 10% of their time to
building websites for charities of their choice at no cost as well as travelling and exploring out of the way
places in the world.
Here are some questions to get you started.
What inspires you and excites you? What could you do all day and not notice the time passing?
What are the greatest needs you see for your community or the earth?
If money, family matters and other cares were not an issue what could you do in your life to link these two
areas?
If you had no limitation on your money, resources or time what great project would you complete?
If you knew you could not fail what would you choose to do in your life?
When you are in your 90’s and sitting with your great grandchildren and they ask about your life, which of
your achievements will you be most proud and keen to tell them?

2: Get clear on what your business needs to look like to deliver you your
personal end game.
That means understanding how to structure your business, what systems to build, who to work with and who
not, what suppliers to partner with, what kind of employment contracts to use, what roles to employ others to
fill, what qualities and values you will look for in employees or contractors.
For example if you want to have 4 months off each year to volunteer your time for a charity whilst the business
continues to grow and your knowledge is central to the delivery of your service you will need to capture your
knowledge and automate a way for your team or your customers to access it. The internet has opened up
many possibilities for doing this.
What flows quite naturally from this work is marketing language that speaks directly to your ideal customer meaning
less time and money is spent on marketing, certainly less resource is applied to non-productive marketing.
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Also it is completely possible to re-engineer a business to achieve the same result.

Here are 2 steps to building the life you want through a business you love.
1: 	Take the time to clearly and specifically write down what you want your life to be like.
	For example here’s one way to decide what you should be spending your working hours on. Say you’re an
expert at capturing the essence of a brand in words and run a PR business. Do you want to be running the
business in the CEO role or do you want to spend your time doing the writing? Make a list of all the things
you do every day at work and assign them a score between 1 - 10 for the amount of pleasure you get and the
value of that work. Everything that scores above an 8 in both categories put in your job description and find a
way to delegate everything else.
2: 	To understand your bigger ‘why’ answer the questions. Why am I in the business I am in (and not a different
one)? And then ask. What’s important to me about this work and why is that important? If you haven’t
asked yourself this question before you may be pleasantly surprised to discover a powerful ‘purpose’.
	This is just the beginning of the 7 step process to market to only your ideal client. Once you get clarity your
ideal client you’ll be amazed at the rapid progress you can make with your business.
Bridget Marsh is a marketing strategist who has developed a proven system for making business simpler by aligning
everything with the owners big why and values. She came to build her own business following a very successful career
in tertiary education and international yacht chartering. Bridget has developed a ‘7 Step Process to Grow Your Business
by Knowing and Marketing to Only Your Ideal Clients.’ You can learn more about those 7 Steps at this link
http://creatingwhatmatters.co.nz/services/7-steps-to-making-business-simpler/

Notes by Graham
I recently interviewed a professional magician called Alfie Whattam. (At only 16 Years old Alfie has already
performed all around the world at private parties, weddings and charity events for the likes of Simon Cowell, Ant
& Dec, and even Prince Charles. He’s appeared on television shows featured in 3 films and was most famously a
Britain’s Got Talent YouTube shortlist Finalist in 2012.) Alfie told me that one thing he would do differently if he
was starting again would be to have clearly defined his vision sooner. As Alfie said
‘If you don’t know exactly what you want then chances are you won’t get it. I spent a lot of time chasing my tail at
the beginning however after clearly defining my vision things became a whole lot easier.’ (So getting clear on your
vision is well worth doing.)
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Marketing with a MEBB
By Graham McGregor

A MEBB is a proven way to
3

Gain instant credibility and expert status in your industry

3

Persuade potential clients to choose you over your competitors

3

Build a massive audience of ideal prospects for your business

3

Get huge amounts of positive publicity

3

And much, much more

So what on earth is a MEBB?
MEBB means a ‘Multi Expert Business Booster.’
A Multi Expert Business Booster is where you get a number of recognised experts to share some of their
most helpful ideas. And these experts give you their blessing and full permission to use their helpful ideas in
marketing your business.
(This is actually a lot easier to accomplish than you might think.)
Here is a real world example to show you how well a MEBB can work…

‘The Unfair Business Advantage Report’
In early 2011, I made a decision that I wanted to create a large database of business
owners who were keen in improving their marketing results.
This would give me a wonderful audience of ideal prospects that I could then
communicate with on a regular basis.
I decided a MEBB was the perfect way to do this.
So I approached a number of the most well-known sales and marketing experts in the
world. I invited each expert to share their single best strategy that a business person
could use to boost sales, increase profits and give their business an ‘Unfair Marketing
Advantage.’
I sent each person a short email with the subject line of
‘May I interview you for 10 minutes?”
I then explained I was interviewing a number of top sales and marketing experts around the world. I would
record each ten minute call and would have each one transcribed and put into a guide that would be shared
around the world.
So it would allow these experts to share some helpful ideas with a brand new audience of people. And all it
would take was ten minutes of their time.
Over 30 experts generously agreed to do this for me.
The end result was my 396 page Ebook ‘The Unfair Business Advantage Report’.
This Ebook is a great example of a MEBB in action.
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It worked exactly as I had hoped. Within a few months I had several thousand business owners join my email list.
They did this by registering for my ‘Unfair Business Advantage Report.
This MEBB was also a key factor in my getting selected to write a weekly column on marketing for the largest
newspaper in the country.
Fast forward to late 2013 and I now have business owners in over 37 countries who have registered for this
Ebook.
My email list of potential clients grows nicely every week. And the majority of my sales and profits every month
now come from these subscribers.
In fact I get a delightful number of people contacting me every month.
Many say the same type of thing. ‘Graham I read your Unfair Business Advantage Report and loved it. Can you
help me with X?’
So this one MEBB has worked remarkably well for my business and I can see it continuing to do so for many years
to come.

Here are 4 reasons a MEBB might be worth considering for your business
1: With a MEBB you get instant credibility by being associated with recognised experts.
Imagine if your business has a product or service that helps a client dramatically improve their productivity when
they use it.
And you create a MEBB that has a number of the top time management and productivity experts in the country (or
even the world) sharing their best tips.
By using experts in productivity in your MEBB, your business is now perceived as an expert on improving
productivity.
2: A MEBB allows you to reach brand new audiences at no cost.
When you have a great MEBB people naturally want to share it with other people they know. So other people are
now promoting your MEBB (and your business) on a regular basis. All at no cost to you.
3: A MEBB is surprisingly easy to create.
One of the things I love about a MEBB is that the experts who are involved are the people who supply 95% of the
valuable ideas.
So you don’t have to do all the work yourself.
Your main role is to decide the topic you want the MEBB to be on and then coordinate the experts who you want
to have involved in creating it.
When you do this properly, you will actually have many of these experts contacting you and asking if they can
participate in your MEBB.
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By Graham McGregor

You can use free services like www.helpareporter.com and www.sourcebottle.com to invite potential experts to
participate in your MEBB.
That’s exactly how I created the MEBB you are reading right now called ‘Million Dollar Business Advice’.
4: Only a tiny number of businesses use a MEBB.
Most businesses have never thought about using the advice of recognised experts as a marketing strategy. So
any business that uses a MEBB will enjoy a unique marketing advantage that none of their competitors has.
Imagine if you are an accountant and want to give business owners a good reason to choose your accounting services.
You tell them that you have a wonderful guide on business success. This guide has 49 of the most successful
business people in the country (or even the world) sharing their best secrets on how to grow a business and
make it more profitable. And if they become a client they get this guide from you at no charge.
Guess what, no other accountant has a guide like this so you have a unique marketing advantage in your
accounting practice.

TAKE ACTION
A MEBB is one of the most effective marketing strategies you can use in many businesses. So take a few
minutes and think about a topic that would work well as a MEBB for your business. And then invite a number
of experts to participate.
This can be done very quickly and here’s a good example.
I have a client who is a very good fitness trainer. I explained that it would be helpful to create a MEBB for her business.
This client only worked with lady clients, so I suggested she create a MEBB called ‘The fun guide to looking
good and feeling great’.
In this guide there would be 11 experts on different topics who all worked with ladies.
So a naturopath, lingerie specialist, success coach, skin specialist , massage therapist etc. And each expert
would write a short ‘how to’ article on their topic. All the articles would be put into a short guide that could
now be shared with the databases of all 11 contributors. Within a few weeks my client had a number of local
businesses keen to participate and the project was done.
A MEBB could be just what you need to attract large numbers of ideal clients and prospects for your business.
And it is surprisingly easy to create.
Graham McGregor is a marketing consultant and the creator of The Unfair Business Advantage Report. He is a
popular speaker and newspaper columnist on simple marketing strategies that can create an unfair advantage.
You can learn more about Graham at www.theunfairbusinessadvantage.com

Notes by Graham:
I think MEBB’s are a wonderful promotional tool that can be used by many businesses. They are quick to put
together and can work well for many years once they are set up.
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How a declining business generated
over $1 million in marketing exposure
and increased sales by 140%
By Simone Novello
This iconic Australian confectionary brand was suffering from years of declining sales in an increasingly competitive
market. They didn’t have the marketing budgets of some of their larger competitors so we got extremely
innovative and used existing assets to create some incredible outcomes. Even a medium sized business in decline
can get some quick and substantial wins by partnering up.
Objective: To increase sales and brand awareness among newer generations.

Target Markets:
1: 35-55 year old females
2: Young males

Asset Audit:
Confectionary factory in a major city
Iconic brand with a range of much loved products (nostalgia)
Strong retail footprint with 100 stores nationally
Master confectioner 30+ years with the company
PartnerUp (and PartnerUp’s network!).

Strategy:
Build assets by breaking a Guinness World Record generating valuable PR;
Re-purpose manufacturing facility into a Willy Wonka style VIP factory experience and invite key decision makers
from leading airlines, banks, retail and loyalty marketing agencies;
Produce gift cards for sale via wholesale channels (i.e. to the members of large loyalty programs in exchange for
their loyalty points);
Partner with large loyalty programs in retail, airline and banking;
Seek out aligned brands to reach the desired target market and increase sales during quiet trading periods such as winter.

Outcomes (achieved within 12 months):
In one year over $1 million in incremental marketing exposure was secured through partners
Reached over 10 million people through loyalty program partnerships
Brand leverage of most of Australia’s leading brands including strategic alignment with the high profile supermodel ambassador of an iconic department store chain
Annual gift card sales were doubled in just 6 months through the new wholesale channel alone (compared with all
traditional retail channels!)
Sales through the partnerships increased by 140% while the organic sales of the company decreased;
Tactical partnerships (such as a ski resort) increased the subscriber database by 30% while driving more customers
in stores during a very quiet sales period and attracting a more youthful base.
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By Simone Novello
How Did We Do It?
Careful analysis of the current business situation to determine where to focus energies, innovative repurposing
of existing assets due to limited resources and leverage of PartnerUp’s network and know how led to the
outcomes in under 12 months. The client committed to and funded the strategy as well as supporting the
recommendations without cutting corners. We generated excitement around the factory experience and
received a 95% response rate to the invitations. We invited key stakeholders and media to the World Record
breaking attempt. They had an internal dedicated loyalty and partnerships manager.

The Secret to Success
There is a success formula I follow which I have developed over the last 2 decades of working within my
own and client businesses - from large global corporate brands to small and medium businesses to start ups.
This formula, if followed properly, gets consistently outstanding results. The secret is in the sequence and
preparation is key.
The good news is, this approach doesn’t change. Your first alliance is always the hardest and as you master
this way of building a business it will become increasingly more powerful. Once you find a partnering strategy
that works for your business you can repeat it on a bigger scale.
Exciting right?

STEP 1: Get Partner Ready
Outcome: By defining your objectives, target market and values you’ll set clear foundations for your strategic
alliance strategy. You then need to take a good look at your business to understand the stage you’re at and
the level of growth you can handle - this determines your alliance plan and targets.

STEP 2: Amplify Your Assets
Outcome: Gain clarity on what you have to offer and how you can increase your attractiveness to prospective
partners.

STEP 3: Pinpoint the Right Partners
Outcome: Uncover and identify suitable partner prospects and where to find them.

STEP 4: Work Out Your Offering
Outcome: Learn about different types of alliances so you can start to explore and define what structure and
offer will best suit your business and partner prospects.

STEP 5: Seal the Deal
Outcome: Gain the confidence and success templates to start opening doors and securing meetings!
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STEP 6: Happily Ever After
Outcome: Learn about the different types of agreements, what you should be measuring, and how you should
manage and build on your alliances ongoing.
Who is PartnerUp and Simone Novello?
PartnerUp is the brainchild of Simone Novello an ex-corporate entrepreneur who has specialised in strategic alliances
and marketing partnerships for nearly two decades. After building enormous success for major brand clients and even
some start up partners this way, she embarked on her entrepreneurial journey in 2005. First she created a large scale
loyalty program for the university sector in a joint venture with the regions most successful loyalty marketing agency (it
even won some prestigious marketing awards in 2008). In 2009 she created PartnerUp firstly as a consulting business
to large brands and since early 2013 to empower business owners to build thriving businesses through the power of
the right strategic alliances. A solo parent with 2 boys, Simone made the tree change to the beautiful Blue Mountains
for better health and lifestyle. She only manages to have the businesses and lifestyle she has because she partners up
with the right people! You can learn more about Simone and her services at www.partnerup.com.au

Notes by Graham
Simone has a wonderful question I really like. Would you rather try and make 1,000 sales to potential customers
one at a time? Or would you prefer to get a great relationship with one organization who already has 1,000 ideal
customers. And have this organization then endorse and recommend your business to these customers? The
second option is a lot easier to do particularly if you follow Simone’s proven strategy. I highly recommend you
check out Simone’s services to help you create these powerful partnerships in your own business.
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Significantly Boost Your Profits
with LLP!
By Jim Palmer

We’re all taught the importance of being a good listener. However, listening by itself is not a strategy. What I’m
about to share with you is nothing short of breathtaking, and it has been substantially increasing my sales and
profits for several years.
I coined this marketing strategy LLP.
LLP is not a legal term.
LLP stands for Listen, Learn, and Profit.
To do this, you have to retrain your ear, because, first of all, people are very busy. We
have electronics all over the place, cell phones, iPads, and multiple computers, all of
these things vying for our time and attention.
The rapid growth of my business in large part has resulted from me practicing LLP,
listening closely to the ‘pain’ points of my clients.
Here’s a quick story about my business that clearly illustrates the massive building power of LLP. When I started
my first business in October 2001, it was called Dynamic Communication. I was planning to be a consultant but
I thought I’d also offer customer newsletters as a way to generate some cash immediately, and then that would
lead to some consulting jobs.
Well, it’s pretty hard to sell consulting services, but the newsletter part of my business really started taking off.
So I started out doing newsletters one-on-one with clients. I would write and design their newsletter and then
get paid for it. Then when that newsletter was done I’d have to go and find another client. I did that for four
years and developed a pretty good business.
However, while I was in my clients’ offices, I kept hearing how it took them too much time to write and put
together their own monthly newsletters.
Besides that, they never knew what type of articles to include in their newsletters.
Coming up with the content was a problem for them; a pain point.
This is step one in LLP – listening for ‘pain points’ that your customers have.
It was around this time I started learning about Internet marketing and I started my
first online business, No Hassle Newsletters. With No Hassle Newsletters I put together
all the content a fun, informative customer newsletter should have and right off the
bat I started getting monthly subscribers – because my program cured a pain point felt
by many small business owners.
As my new client list grew I then started getting feedback like, “Jim, we love the content, and our customers
love to read the content you provide us.” Now, let me offer a quick side note, this is officially listen, learn, and
profit point number one. When my customer said, “Jim, my customers love reading your content,” I went and
trademarked my articles as “My Famous Customer Loving Content.” So it pays in multiple ways to listen to
your customers!
The next part of the story is when my clients said, “We have a hard time getting designers to design
newsletters the way you say they should be designed. And I thought, Okay, there’s another pain point and
opportunity!
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So, I then created my No Hassle Newsletter ‘Done-for-You’ templates, basically newsletter templates that are
already filled in with content. Using these templates, my clients can put out a monthly customer newsletter for
their business in less than an hour each month. So essentially, I heard the additional pain point and I added more
value to my existing program.
In November 2008, while exhibiting at a Marketing Conference in St. Louis, a client came up to our booth and
said, “Jim, I love the newsletters, the content, and I love the new templates you provide, but we have a hard time
working with printers who understand the way that you suggest the newsletters should be folded and mailed.
They also don’t know how to work with the mailing list.”
Another customer pain point and that spells opportunity!
So within 30 days I created and launched The Newsletter Guru’s Concierge Print & Mail on Demand Service. We
now print more than 40,000 newsletters a month for my clients. So when they do their No Hassle Newsletter, they
just send us their newsletter mailing list, pay for the quantity they want, and then we do the printing and mailing.
They never even have to leave their desk or talk to anybody on the phone.
My No Hassle Newsletter business has grown to serve hundreds of clients in nine countries and I would often hear
from some members the need for a good freelance writer to write an article on a specific topic that they’d like to
include in their newsletter. Knowing I employed a large writing staff, I would often get asked to make a referral or
recommendation for one of my writers.
Now, here’s an important point and illustration about being a great listener. I could have easily made a referral and
connected a client with a freelance writer – but what I heard was ‘pain point’ and that to me always means an
opportunity!
So, about a month later I then launched my Custom Article Generator Service where my customers can order a
custom article, written by my team of writers for a great price! I could have made the referral, but instead I created
another revenue stream because I learned from what I heard, created a solution and profited from it.
As you can see, every single one of the additional businesses and revenue streams that I’ve created came from me
listening to what my customers were telling me! I listened to their pains, learned how to solve their pain by added
more value and then I profited!
When you can hear and address the pain point for your clients or your prospects, and if you can deliver it with
what I call world-class service, if you can give them real good value, you’re going to have a customer for life.
So listen, learn, and boost your profits!
Jim Palmer is an entrepreneur, author, speaker, and coach to other entrepreneurs. He is the host of Newsletter Guru
TV, the hit weekly Web TV show watched by thousands of entrepreneurs. Jim is also the host of Stick Like Glue Radio,
a weekly podcast featuring his unique brand of smart marketing and business building strategies. He is best known
internationally as ‘The Newsletter Guru’- the go-to resource for maximizing the profitability of customer relationships.
Learn more about Jim at www.TheNewsletterGuru.com.
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The secret of the monkey’s fist
By Richard Petrie

Selling is like seduction. If you ask a woman to go to bed with you, her answer will
largely depend on when you ask her.
If you ask her the moment you first meet then your chances of getting a ‘yes’ are
slim.

Don’t be a masochist!
You probably had a friend like I did who used to ask to sleep with every woman he met as soon as he met her.
When friends would ask, “Don’t you get slapped a lot” he says “sure, but I also get lucky a lot too”.
Well in my opinion that guy was far more of a masochist than he needed to be and you don’t have to get slapped
repeatedly just to get a little romance. And in selling or marketing you don’t need to get a high rate of rejections.
If you take the time to warm the prospect up gently before you ask them to buy then your closing rate will soar.

The very first step
Marketing legend Gary Bencivenga explains this concept best. In every sale, either in person or in an
advertisement, there are at least two sales that have to be made.
The main sale, of course, is the product or service you ultimately want to sell. But before you can even get a
chance to sell your main product, you must first sell your prospect on giving you an audience.
He calls this the ‘sale before the sale’.
Two years ago my uncle (a tour operator) invited my wife and I on board a large cruise ship docked in Wellington.
While standing on the deck of a ship I noticed that the ropes needed to moor a ship to the dock were huge. I
wondered how any seaman, could ever lift such a heavy rope, let alone hurl it so that it would reach the pier.
So we waited
We discovered that the crew doesn’t even try to throw the heavy rope, known as a “hawser.” Instead a solitary
crewman hurled a little iron ball, called a “monkey’s fist,” which was attached to a thin rope to a longshoreman
standing on the pier.
The longshoreman then collects the monkey’s fist and starts to haul the line in until he grabs the hawser and then
pulls the hawser onshore.
Throwing a hawser is too big a first step for any sailor, just as it’s too big a first step for any marketer to approach
ice-cold prospects and instantly persuade them to buy.
The first step in the relationship between buyer and seller has to be easy.
Unlike my friend you don’t start off asking for the ‘full Monty’ until trust and mutual attraction have been well established.
Small steps, like a series of dates are more likely to lead to a ‘yes’.
Gary Bencivenga, tells a story how coffee salesmen in the early 20th century would sell door to door.
The selling rate was around 4% of every door knocked on. Imagine what a tough job that would be with doors
constantly being slammed in your face.
The coffee marketers tried many different approaches but they ultimately found a winning formula.
© Copyright Graham McGregor 2013 All rights reserved www.TheUnfairBusinessAdvantage.com
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The secret of the monkey’s fist
By Richard Petrie

They threw the ‘monkey’s fist’ and made the first step in the sales process irresistibly easy.
The coffee salesman would knock on the door. But rather than launching
into a pitch the salesman would hold back and say, “Good afternoon, madam, today I bring you a special gift,
a free half-pound of our finest coffee.
Please accept it with my compliments. In about a week, I’ll return to see what you think about it. Fair enough?”
How could she refuse?
The following week he would return with another gift if she placed he first order.
What happened by design was that the salesman had bypassed the automatic rejection he would surely get if
he tried a hyped-up sales pitch. This made the sale so easy, because the salesman made the first step easy.
The conversion rate went from 4% to over 40% using this new approach.
Could you offer a smaller commitment that is easier to get started with you?

How to apply this concept
Offering free problem solving information is one of the most successful ways to apply the Monkey’s Fist.
A recruitment company discovered that offering a guide for teachers about getting a new job was 30 times
more effective than simply placing a branding ad (as was typical for the industry).
An architect discovered that providing a report on ‘Mistakes people make when renovating’ was 20 times more
effective than her traditional brand advertising.
A tourism company went from self-promotion to the promotion of free useful educational resources not only
captured more enquiries but also opened the door for permission to start a conversation.
Relationships start with an initial low risk conversation that leads to a date, then a second date then a longterm relationship. Selling works best when the buyer only needs to make a series of small risk free steps.
Former international cricketer Richard Petrie now specialises in building systems that generate leads and
appointments for salespeople and consultants. His non-traditional approach allows sales people to spend more time
meeting with qualified prospects and less time prospecting and cold calling.
Download a free copy of Richard Petrie’s latest book at www.30daychallenge.co.nz
Watch the Monkeys’ Fist video series at http://petrie.kajabi.com/fe/38279-video-1

Notes by Graham
I love this strategy of Richard’s. It’s far easier to get interested prospects to request helpful information first
than to try and make a sale the first time you make contact with them. The big advantage of providing helpful
information up front is that you also position yourself as an expert or authority in your field. Which gives you
instant credibility as well.
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How I used LinkedIn to generate over
$10,000 in new fees for our firm
By Michael Raanan
I’m a former IRS Revenue Officer and current owner of Landmark Tax Group, a
professional tax firm in Southern California.
Being actively engaged on LinkedIn has been extremely rewarding and the best
thing about it from a small business perspective is, it’s free.
I use LinkedIn on a daily basis to network and develop leads and referrals for the
company.
One way I do this is by joining LinkedIn Groups (i’m in 52 groups) and actively
engage in discussions with other group members and professionals.
I joined several industry-related groups that help build credibility for me as a tax practitioner and Landmark
Tax Group, such as the National Association of Tax Professionals, California Society of Enrolled Agents, and Tax
Business Owners of America.
In these groups discussions, I help answer case-related questions posed by other practitioners in the tax and
accounting industry as well as post industry-related news such as changes in the tax laws, new practitioner
regulations, or updated publications and forms.
I also joined several groups based on the likelihood of reaching potential referral sources. Since Landmark Tax
Group specializes in resolving IRS and State tax disputes, I spend a lot of time interacting with LinkedIn users that
are excellent referral sources for the company, such as attorneys, financial advisors, insurance experts, escrow
officers, and tax return preparers.
As such, some additional LinkedIn groups I have joined are Beverly Hills Bar Association, Corporate Lawyer
Network, Bankruptcy Law Firms, CPA and Business Professionals, Turnaround Management Association, and Real
Estate Funding, among others.
In an effort to reach prospective clients directly and to maintain a more local presence, I have joined and am active
in additional groups such as Irvine Chamber of Commerce, We Are Orange County, California State and Local Tax
Professionals, Orange County Entrepreneur Community, and Los Angeles Times, among others.
I’m also a member of the Internal Revenue Service group which is only open to past and present employees of
the agency. By participating in and contributing to this group, I am able to maintain a positive and professional
relationship with currently IRS personnel which ultimately helps my clients and my firm.
More recently, I created and currently manage a LinkedIn group called “California Business Owners” in an effort
to stay connected with prospective clients and as a means of providing free tax tips and information to my target
market.
The group has approximately 105 members and is the only LinkedIn group that caters to all business owners in the
state of California, regardless of industry.
I personally recruit new members and not only add invite them to the group, but also add them to my personal
LinkedIn network. So, as the group grows, my LinkedIn connections grow, which leads to more exposure.
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How I used LinkedIn to generate over
$10,000 in new fees for our firm
By Michael Raanan
My top 3 tips for utilizing LinkedIn Groups would be:
1) Share relevant and unique content based on the Group’s topic and
Member’s questions
2) Always include a “signature” at the end of each post.
For example, my signature is:
“Michael Raanan, MBA, EA
President
Former IRS Officer
http://www.LandmarkTaxGroup.com”
Note the ‘http://’, without it there is no hyperlink and therefore not clickable, reducing the chance a Member
will visit your site.
3) Always take advantage of opportunities to engage with other members of the Group. This means posting as
often as possible and to always respond to a Member’s comment that directly addresses you or your previous
post. The more you engage, the more credibility you build among the group’s Members.
In addition to being active in LinkedIn’s groups, I take advantage of the profile links, the ability to send
messages to connections, the like button to show support, commenting on postings of others, and status
updates.
We also have an official company page on LinkedIn complete with company profile and an explanation of our
services.

Profile Links:
I use my profile as a shared profile for myself and Landmark Tax Group. I not only provide information about
myself, but I also list the firm’s services in a clear and concise manner that makes it easy for other LinkedIn users
to understand what it is I do, what my Firm specializes in, and how to reach me. I also have several links under
the Publications section that provides tax tips that are relevant to all taxpayers (individuals and businesses), such
as 6 Ways to Reduce Your Chance of an IRS Audit, How to Respond to an IRS Notice or Letter, and 11 Tips for
Taxpayers Who Owe Money to the IRS, among others. When someone clicks on one of the links, it takes them
to the Landmark Tax Group website where they can read the article.

Sending Messages to Connections:
Once you are connected to someone on LinkedIn, you have a direct line of communication to that person
making it much easier to get that person’s attention. I’ve noticed many high-level business professionals
(founders, law firm partners, etc) are more likely to respond to a LinkedIn message than a regular email sent to
their office inbox.

Like Button and Commenting:
I use the Like button on the homepage feed and Group boards to show support. Once you click the Like
button, the person who shared the post gets a notification of your Like which helps keep you and your
company top of mind. Same goes for commenting.
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How I used LinkedIn to generate over
$10,000 in new fees for our firm
By Michael Raanan
Status Updates:
I use HootSuite to schedules updates to LinkedIn and other social media accounts. Posts usually contain tax tips,
IRS news, or business news that add value to other professionals in my network.
One of the most beneficial opportunities that LinkedIn provides is the ability to research and contact other
individuals and businesses that can help you and your business.
For example, LinkedIn has helped Landmark Tax Group generate over $10,000 in revenue from direct referrals.
Through LinkedIn, I’ve met approximately 30 business professionals in person, including business owners,
managing partners of large law firms, and executives of well-known companies.
Many of those meetings have led to referrals to Landmark Tax Group and the opportunity to serve clients that we
wouldn’t have otherwise been able to reach.
After connecting on LinkedIn, I usually send them a message asking if they’re open to meeting for coffee. More
often than not, other business owners and business professionals are looking to network too so there’s a mutual
benefit to getting together for a one-on-one meeting where you can build a relationship and make a personal
connection.
I think of LinkedIn as a stepping stone, just one of many tools that help you connect with people that will help
grow my company.
Being actively engaged on LinkedIn has been extremely rewarding and the best thing about it from a small
business perspective is, it’s free.
About Landmark Tax Group:
Landmark Tax Group™ is a professional tax firm specializing in resolution of tax disputes and tax return preparation
involving the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and State taxing authorities. The Firm represents both individual and
business taxpayers throughout the United States and is owned and professionally operated by former IRS Revenue
Officer Michael Raanan, MBA, EA
Website: http://www.LandmarkTaxGroup.com
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/pub/michael-raanan-mba-ea/49/277/b03

Notes by Graham
I really like the way Michael explains how he used LinkedIn to generate thousands of dollars in new fees for his
professional services firm. It’s the type of marketing that costs no money and can work very well when used
consistently.
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How to create more sales in a 1 hour
webinar than many businesses make in
an entire month
By Andrew Roberts
Why you should use webinars
The webinar (or online seminar) is an extraordinary modern way to get your message, product or service
in front of thousands of people. It’s cheap to set up (many software providers allow you to run them for
free), you can run them from anywhere in the world (you just need to have a good internet connection) and
thousands of people can tune in live to watch you present and educate them about why they need your
product or service.
Let’s cover three key factors
a.

How can Webinars fit into your business?

b.

How to get people registered?

c.

What to do when you run a Webinar?

Part 1: How can webinars fit in your business?
Burn out is the number one reason many entrepreneurs have to close their doors. The diagram below illustrates
the way that most entrepreneurs run their business.

You see most business owners will generate a lead, maybe qualify the lead, have a meeting, go out and maybe
make a sale, and if they don’t, then keep following up until the prospect either buys or stops returning your
calls.
In the diagram above, the problem is red equals no money! It’s the classic 3 steps forward then two back
scenario.
Compare this to running a Webinar. You put some advertising around the Webinar (I’m going to talk about
some strategies shortly). The Marketing allows many to register for your Webinar. You spend an hour with
them, you invite them to purchase. When you get good at it you can make multiple sales at once.
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How to create more sales in a 1 hour
webinar than many businesses make in
an entire month
By Andrew Roberts

And when you get great at this you can automate the entire process so you don’t even have to be there to run
your presentation (have a look at www.howtowebinar.com/onlinetraining for an example). This is also a great
example of how to set up a sales page.
What is exciting about this is it leads to money so much faster. Many, many people get to hear your sales message
and you’re acting with speed.

Here is a great example
Ben is a personal friend of mine
He started his business only a couple of years ago and like most “sensible” new business owners, he planned to
start slowly, one client at a time. I influenced Ben to try Webinars. Like many people, Ben kept saying ‘I’m not
ready for this and I don’t believe I am very good presenter”
I told Ben “If you can talk to your computer, then you’re going to be fine.”
Ben ran a couple of webinars and didn’t get much of a result. I then gave Ben some simple consulting and gave
him access to our webinar program.

Here is a summary of Ben’s results:85 people paid $85 each to listen to Ben’s presentation
Ben offered a course at the back end of his Webinar and generated an additional $9000
Ben also signed up 6 clients onto his 1 to 1 Coaching Program – a further $6k per month of revenue coming into
his business
Total Return to Ben for the 1 hour Webinar - $34,180
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How to create more sales in a 1 hour
webinar than many businesses make in
an entire month
By Andrew Roberts
On top of this, once you deliver a great Webinar, you record it and then automate it. This diagram explains this

This frees up so much time for you and helps you avoid burnout

Part 2 – how to get people lined up and excited about your sessions
It’s very important that you get people showing up for your Webinar.
McDonalds do not make the best hamburgers in town, yet they know how to market and sell the most.
Likewise, you don’t have to have the greatest presentation or topic in town. You need to know how to market
it well.
The number one thing that constitutes a successful Webinar is the topic.
In order to get big numbers on a Webinar you either:1.

Choose a topic that people are searching for or

2.

Select a niche market.

Your title is king. Compare these examples
“How to grow your consulting business” versus
“A five step blueprint to add seven to ten new high paying clients to your consulting business in the next 60
days without cold calling”.
In addition to a great title, you also need a registration page. The Webinar platform that we use allows you to
set up a registration page. Here is an example
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webinar than many businesses make in
an entire month
By Andrew Roberts

There is a strong title, a paragraph introducing the Webinar and some bullet points about what people will take
away from your 1 hour presentation.
The fastest way to start to get registrations is to your current contacts. My advice is going around and pooling
all your contacts, all business cards, everyone you’ve ever met, and coming up with a topic that will add value to
them. If you find that you don’t have that list or you don’t have that database at all, the fastest way possible is
the joint venture or partnership. You approach someone else who’s targeting your niche and you ask them to
promote your Webinar.

You see – if you approach someone else who has a list of your target audience (that you don’t compete directly
with) and ask them to market your Webinar to their list, you instantly pull people from their list onto yours. This is
one of the main strategies we use.
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(By the way – if you have a list of entrepreneurs that would like to learn about Webinars, please contact us so
we can run a webinar to your list. Email us at support@howtowebinar.com)
One people have registered, you also want a system to ensure they show up. Make sure you send a few emails
to keep them in the loop. These should also encourage them to be excited about learning your information.
There are many other ways you can get people to register for your Webinars. Social media, guest blogging,
Google advertising, fax outs and direct mail are just a few examples. Watch our complimentary training at
www.howtowebinar.com to learn more.
Sam Bowden is a vet who also runs a business called ‘The United Vets Group’. (unitedvetsgroup.com) United
Vets Group is a buyers group for vets.
His marketing wasn’t getting him the results that he was after, so he came and did our Webinar programme.
Here are his results from Sam’s third Webinar:Direct mail and fax campaign to 500 vets
65 people registered and 45 showed up
15 sales @$397 per month
Life time value of a client is 3 years
Total return for Sam on that 1 hour webinar - $214,380 (25% increase in his business)
The big point that I want to make here, is you don’t even need that many people on your webinar to get the
big results

Part 3: It’s what you present and how you present it that counts
The key to getting people registered and showing up for your Webinar is running something of value – usually
something that will fix a problem that your target audience is struggling with.
Here is the Webinar success formula that will help you achieve amazing results.
1.	Strong introduction. What can you say to get people really excited and leaning in at the start of your
Webinar – glued to your screen?
2.	Stick strategy. What can you do to stick people to the end (so they don’t decide half way through they have
had enough)
3. Sales Story. You really need to use a sales story that connects with your audience
4. 2-3 pieces of core content. Less is often more. Dont present too much information
5. Transition to close. You need to master the art of teaching and the moving towards next steps
The is a real art to learning this formula, and I highly recommended that you watch our online training at
www.howtowebinar.com/onlinetraining
When you get good at this, I believe your conversion rates can be higher with a webinar presentation than
through one-to-one sales.
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webinar than many businesses make in
an entire month
By Andrew Roberts
To learn more, visit www.howtowebinar.com to download a free ebook and register for an online training to learn
more about how Webinars work.
In summary, some steps you can take right now:1: Decide you are going to use webinars and chose a webinar package (we recommend www.gotowebinar.com)
2: Set a date that you intend on running one
3: Create an offer for what you would like to sell at the back end
4: Create a presentation you could run
5: Market the webinar using the ideas in this chapter
6: Run the webinar and enjoy the benefits of generating leads and sales
About Andrew Roberts:
Andrew is the author of a book called ‘what the hell are you chasing’
After selling his business coaching company, he opted for a simpler lifestyle and started using webinars to help market
and grow his business which is now serving and helping people in health niche markets (you can learn more at www.
podiatryhive.com and www.chiropractorhive.com)
Because of his success using webinars, he cofounded Howtowebinar.com where he teaches people how to use the
webinar strategy to market their companies.
You can learn more about Andrew at www.andrewroberts.com.au

Notes by Graham
I had the pleasure of watching a short presentation by Andrew on using webinars as a marketing tool. I tried his
ideas in my own business a few weeks later. And found to my surprise that I made thousands of dollars of paid
sales with the very first webinar I ran. Webinars are definitely a marketing strategy worth exploring for many
businesses.
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How balloons increase giving and
engagement
By Masimi Sato

As a social enterprise, we normally do not engage in one-off campaigns and flashy marketing as we believe
that giving should be a regular habit and not just a one-off event.
However, we realized that marketing campaigns can be low-cost, effective for short and long-term goals, and
still support our beliefs in habitual joy of giving- With the help of social media and a clear mindset.
Buy1GIVE1 (B1G1) gives businesses the power to change lives with its business
giving program. The core business is to increase the number of business members
and thereby to increase the actual number of giving impacts created. B1G1 Business
Members and Partners can select from some 600 plus high-impact projects to support
around the world

The Campaign
In order to celebrate B1G1’s 6th birthday, we wanted to express gratitude to current business members,
encourage more businesses to give, as well as encompass the spirit and joy of giving.
So, we initiated a campaign called “Joy of Giving Week” where we would pump 6 balloons for every giving
made during the week by any business member, in celebration of B1G1’s 6th birthday.
B1G1 believes in the power of small. One business giving may only be able to create small impacts.
But thousands of businesses all giving in small amounts mounts up to create
millions of great positive impacts.
We chose to pump balloons because clearly demonstrates the power of small
giving in a fun and visual way. One business giving may create only 6 balloon
impacts, but many businesses giving regularly resulted in tons of balloons being
pumped, enough to drown the B1G1 office!
We mainly made use of social media to regularly update our business members on the progress of their giving
(and our pumping) with photos and videos on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/b1g1birthday.
This let them visually see the growing impact of their collective giving, and kept them engaged throughout
the week as they enjoyed giving and adding to the sea of balloons filling up the office. Social media sharing
functions also helped spread our campaign to increase awareness of B1G1, resulting in 63 new Facebook likes
in 1 week.
It was clear that the B1G1 business members enjoyed themselves during this campaign from their responses on
Facebook:
“Certainly makes feeling the numbers very real! Congratulations!”
“I’m going to get you pumping!”
“You won’t be able to MOVE in there by Friday - YAY!!!”
“Congrats B1G1! So thrilled to be a part of this. Hope you’ve got good lung capacity!”
It usually takes around 1 month to reach 1 million giving impacts. As a result of this campaign, we managed to
create 550,482 giving impacts in just 1 week.
Actively giving members gave more often and many members who joined B1G1 but had not given in a long
time started giving during the Joy of Giving Week too, as they too could truly feel the joy whenever they gave,
in the form of balloons.
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By Masimi Sato
Takeaway lessons:
From this campaign, we learnt 3 specific things:
1: Get the entire team involved in making the event happen — everyone played a part in some way. When the
entire team feels involved, everyone feels the shared ownership and determination to make the campaign a
success.
2: Use great visuals to encourage online sharing. Videos and pictures of the pumping (and of the rapidly
disappearing office!) gained traction online.
3: Update online at least twice a day, but not too many times as it will dilute the impact of a post. Posting at
fixed times of the day also gives your target audience an anticipated time to check your page for progress on the
campaign.
We also reinforced that belief in the overall vision and mission — or as author Simon Sinek puts it, ‘the WHY’, is
crucial. Why are you in your business, doing what you do?
B1G1’s message is “the power of small” and “the joy of giving”, so we brainstormed for the easiest way to
demonstrate that message- balloons.

Tips for your own campaign
Here are some questions to keep in mind when brainstorming your campaign idea.
1: What is the key message about your brand that you want to convey? (E.g. trustworthy services, fastest delivery)
2: Who is your target audience, how will they best understand your message? (E.g. working mothers, accountants,
business owners)
3: What key performance indicator are you trying to improve? (E.g. sales, engagement, donations)
4: Are you giving something back to your audience?
For example, a delivery company may consider holding a speed challenge to demonstrate their message “fastest
delivery”, in the meantime it also helps them drive up number of delivery orders. The target audience of family
households will enjoy watching and participating in a challenge.
Summing everything up, there are 3 main points that drives the success of a campaign. Understand your
company goals, engage your audience, and most importantly-Enjoy yourself! When you have fun doing what
you love, your audience will want to join you too.
B1G1 believes that businesses have the power to change lives and make a difference. If every business transaction
automatically gave back, it would create a natural cycle of giving that can pollinate the world. As Sir Richard
Branson puts it, doing good is REALLY good for business. Even little amounts can make a huge impact.
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Buy1GIVE1 (B1G1) is social enterprise that gives SMEs around the world the power to change lives, through the
B1G1 giving program. Businesses join as members, after which they gain tools and resources to give easily to
over 600 high impact projects through the B1G1 online system. 100% of members’ giving goes straight to these
projects. B1G1 now works with over 900 businesses from all over the world and together they have created over
28 million impacts to various worthy causes. You can find out how you can transform your company into a giving
company on www.b1g1.com

Notes by Graham:
This clever little marketing campaign by a not for profit organization is a great example of doing something
very simple that produced a big impact.
Here are some positive thoughts on giving that made me think…
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Marketing with samples – an old idea
that still delivers outstanding results
By Giles Scott
Marketing with samples is not a new idea. Companies in hundreds of different industries have
used it successfully over the years.
If you’ve ever been to a supermarket and been asked if you’d like to try a free sample of a
product, then you’ll be familiar with the concept.
In my opinion, the reasons why free samples work so well are threefold:
1: Removal of risk. Most people hesitate to try new products because they don’t want to waste their money on a
product about which they know very little. Free samples remove this risk.
2: The key to selling anything is trust. People buy most products and services from companies they trust. They
trust that the products will work for them because they have already tried it and proved it, so they keep buying
the same products over and over again. The biggest brands are all built on trust – Apple, Coca Cola and BMW to
name just a few. It’s tough to enter any market as an unknown and build trust, but free samples can really help to
start that process.
3: The third key reason free samples work is the influence factor of reciprocity. If you give someone something for
free most people want to return the favour somehow. If you have several competitors in your field and you’re the
only one giving away free samples, you’ll also be the company that is remembered. If you genuinely offer a good
product or service and you’ve also given someone the chance to try it for free, your odds of securing a sale rise
massively.

How the campaign was run
We’ve used A6 notepads to market Graphix Explosion for years.
They work for us for many reasons, the main ones being:
They are a marketing product that’s actually seen as a gift. Our customers and potential
customers love being given the pads for free and, because they’re useful, people don’t
throw them away, they use them.
Our company name and contact details are printed on the pads, which means our
customers have them to hand when they need to order from us.
They are cheap enough to give to everyone, which means our company name is spread
far and wide. Often to companies we couldn’t reach through other marketing methods.
Recently we discovered a better way to print the pads, which slashed the price and led us to start the free
sample campaign. We managed to reduce the unit price from over $4.00 to just 95 cents, but without lowering
the quality in any way. We first started to advertise the pads at full price through unaddressed direct mail. The
response rate was 0.05% which is typical of this advertising method. Then we hit on the idea of putting our
money where our mouth was by letting companies test the effectiveness of the notepads as a marketing product,
risk-free and at our expense.
We decided to test the idea by offering our existing customers the chance to test 25 notepads, printed in full
colour with their details, free of charge. We ran the offer in our customer newsletter in May 2013. As soon as the
newsletters went out, the phone began to ring and the fax machine started to spew out order forms…the offer
succeeded better than we had hoped.
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After this initial success we decided to extend the offer to a larger audience, mailing a sales letter and order
form to over 3000 business addresses in Taranaki and King Country. The same addresses we had sent the fullprice offer to.
Half an hour after the letters began to arrive on the first day of the mail drop, the first order came in! The
orders have come in at a steady pace throughout September.
The campaign was given another boost when Graham McGregor featured it in
his New Zealand Herald column. This came about after I spoke to Graham and
organised 25 free pads for him.
The third and final step in the campaign was to follow up on the free orders. I
wanted to make sure that people knew the fantastic price we offer by printing
them in a smart way.
400 pads at only $0.95 + GST each or 200 pads for $1.25 + GST each
I did this by writing a letter to everyone who had ordered the free pads. The letter
explained the pricing and shared some feedback from customers who had used the
pads and got some amazing reactions and new business as a direct result.

Results of the campaign
The initial mailing to existing customers resulted in 115 companies ordering the free pads. This was a response
rate of 12%, by far and away the best we’ve ever had from a marketing exercise.
As a direct result of the free trial, we’ve so far had full-paid orders for more pads from 22 companies, which is
a 19% success rate.
We also received orders for free pads from 20 new companies because our existing customers shared the offer.
This is an added bonus and will lead to more business in the future.
The results from the second, larger mailing are still coming in as I write this, but so far we’ve had orders from
72 companies (2% response) and 4 paid orders (6%). A massive increase in response compared to the full-price
offer, which was sent to exactly the same businesses.
The great thing is that the majority of these companies are completely new to us. Now that they’ve tested our
service and can see the quality we deliver we hope to have earned their trust and that they will use us again in
the future.
Although the free pad offer has now officially closed, readers of this article can still take part. All you need to
do to claim your 25 free A6 notepads is contact Giles at this address: giles@graphix.co.nz or call him on 0272
118653
(This offer is valid for New Zealand-based businesses only).
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Marketing with samples – an old idea
that still delivers outstanding results
By Giles Scott
Giles Scott is the Sales and Marketing Manager and Copy Writer for Graphix Explosion Ltd. The company specialises
in graphic design and printing for small to medium-sized businesses. The Graphix team’s guiding philosophy is always
to add value to their customers’ businesses. One of the ways they do this is by offering a free print audit service, which
often reveals savings customers can make simply by changing the frequency of their orders or the number of colours
they use on their printed items.
You can find out more about the company by visiting their website: www.graphix.co.nz

Notes by Graham:
Marketing with samples does work and it could be worth testing in your business as well.
1: Could you share a sample of what you do with a key centre of influence? In other words someone who if they
like what you offer could potentially give you a positive recommendation to a good number of people they know?
2: Could you donate a sample of what you have to a good cause and get some positive publicity as a result?
There are many ways to market with samples.

Here’s a good example...
Jamie Tulloch runs an accounting firm called E3 Business Accountants. www.e3accountants.co.nz
Jamie has found that the best way to get potential clients to get a sample of what they offer is to share some of
the valuable knowledge that they have.
Jamie does this two ways.
First of all he puts out an excellent Ezine each month that has valuable tips to increase business results. It also has
tax tips and some fun trivia as well.
I’ve spoken to a number of business owners around the country who tell me they get this Ezine from Jamie and
find it excellent. (And it’s something I personally find very helpful to read as well.)
Jamie is also happy to answer general business enquiries or queries that might come through via email. If he can
answer something off the cuff he will answer that the same day to anyone who actually sends him a query. And
you don’t even have to be a client to take advantage of this service.
These two things allow potential clients to get a sample of what E3 Accountants can potentially offer.

“

“

And it is responsible for their business getting brand new clients on a regular basis.

Here is a simple but powerful rule: always give
people more than what they expect to get
Nelson Boswell
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Pint-size Your Product
By Bob Serling

Here’s a technique I particularly love, because it’s made me a lot of money over the years.
It’s also made a lot of money for those of my clients who were willing to give it a try.
This technique leverages a principle called “Customer Lifetime Value”. Astute marketers understand that a
customer doesn’t represent just a single sale, they actually represent many sales for the amount of time they do
business with you.
Here’s how you determine the CLV of a typical customer for your
business.
First, check your records to see how long, on average, a typical
customer does business with you.
For purposes of our example, let’s say that each customer stays with
your business an average of six years.
Next, determine the average annual dollar amount of sales you make to each customer. For example, if you did
$450,000 in sales last year and had 2000 customers, the average amount of annual sales per customer would
be $225.
Finally, multiply the number of years a customer stays with you by the average annual dollar amount to
determine the Customer Lifetime Value of every customer you bring to your business. In our example, the
calculation would be: 6 years X $225 = $1,350 CLV.
Once you realize that a customer is worth far more to you than you might have thought, you can “Pint-size”
a product to offer a phenomenal deal on a portion of that product, knowing that the new customers you
generate represent solid profits for many years to come.
The way you put this into action is by asking the question, “How can I offer an outrageous value on a portion
of this product by making it MUCH smaller?”
Here are a few examples.
A custom shirt maker might offer the first shirt for just $10 when the customer agrees to purchase at least two
more shirts at full price during the next 12 months.
A restaurant could offer a special price on a package of 10 meals pre-purchased and to be used over the next
six months.
A CPA could offer two semi-annual reviews of their clients’ financial condition guaranteed to save twice as
much in taxes as the fee for the service.
Remember, all of these pint-sized offers are made knowing full well that each customer actually represents far
more sales than just the first sale you make to them. And once you’ve delivered what you promise, the average
customer will continue to purchase from you for many years to come.
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Pint-size Your Product
By Bob Serling

Two Real World Examples of “Pint-sizing”
Example 1:
One of the greatest marketing myths is that you can generate a lot of business by giving things away for free. You
may generate some business, but you’ll also attract truckloads of people who will take just about anything they’re
offered as long as its free.
Many years ago, I decided to challenge this conventional marketing wisdom and compare the amount of business
that was generated from first-time customers who paid even a small amount for a product to the amount of
business generated by prospects who had responded to an offer of something for free.
After making a number of both low-cost and free offers and tracking the results for nearly a year, I discovered that
“free” was one of the most dangerous words in marketing. Most of the offers of free items generated a flood of
response.
But very few of those respondees ever turned into paying customers. As soon as I tried to convert them to paying
customers, they’d jump ship and go looking for the next free offer.
On the other hand, customers who paid a small amount on an introductory offer were highly likely to turn into
long-term customers who purchased at full price. By making a new customer “jump through a hoop”, regardless
of how small that hoop is, you can easily separate the true customers from the tire kickers.
Based on this discovery, I put together a dynamite no-brainer deal on new subscriptions for the
newsletter I was publishing at the time. A full 12-month subscription sold for $197. But for new
subscribers, I offered a complete 6-month trial subscription for just $7!
The offer produced tremendous response. And based on my Customer Lifetime Value, I knew that each of these
new customers would spend a significant sum with me over the years. I continued to successfully use this offer for
as long as I published the newsletter.
By the way, I actually broke even or made a slight profit on the deal, even at $7. The cost to fulfill each issue of
the newsletter was fifty cents, including postage. So six issues cost just $3 to fulfill. Most of the remaining $4 was
absorbed by advertising costs to bring in the new subscribers, leaving a slight profit. But the majority of subscribers
made subsequent, profitable purchases within three months. And many made significant purchases within a week
or so of receiving their first issue.
Example 2:
I live in a beach community in San Diego, close to the Pacific Ocean. Because of the exceptional year round
climate, many people lead a very active, outdoor lifestyle with jogging, walking, cycling, and surfing being some of
the favorite pastimes. Along the coast, you’ll find dozens of outdoor cafes, restaurants, and coffee houses.
A few years ago, a local merchant decided to jump in on the gourmet coffee craze.
He opened a shop right on Pacific Coast Highway, just a block from a beautiful park that overlooks one of the
area’s most famous surfing beaches, which is a major tourist attraction. The location he chose was superb and he
expected to do a landslide business as soon as he opened his doors. Unfortunately, this wasn’t the case.
Now it appeared that he had done everything right. He offered an eclectic selection of custom brewed coffees, the
place had a casual homey feel that made visitors feel welcome, and he hired an eager, attentive staff to serve the
customers. But sales were just lukewarm.
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To make things even worse, not long after he opened, Starbucks announced that they were opening a new
location just three blocks away. Fortunately, this merchant could see the writing on the wall and knew he had
to act fast.
What would you do in this situation?
What many merchants would do is cut their prices. They would figure the only way to beat a powerful chain
like Starbucks would be to undercut them on price. And they would be making a horrendous mistake.
First of all, very few people buy anything based on price – there is almost always some other factor that makes
customers buy from you.
Secondly, trying to compete based on price alone is a losing proposition.
There is always someone who will come along and offer a lower price than you.
If all you have to offer is a low price, you can easily get caught in a continuing price-lowering war that will soon
take its toll on your business.
What this merchant did was a stroke of pure genius. He conducted a bit of quick, shirtsleeve research and noticed that he did a pretty strong business with the local surfers. So he
decided to capitalize on this not by lowering the price of his coffee, but by offering surf wax
(the wax that surfers use every day to give their boards proper grip) at his cost. He loaded
up on all the most popular brands of surf wax and sold them at cost, far below what all the
local surf shops charged for wax.
It didn’t take long for the word to spread. And this quickly resulted in his coffee shop becoming a favorite
hang-out of the local surfers, who bought coffee, muffins, sandwiches, and lots of other assorted goodies.
Because the coffee shop was now jammed, it caused even more people to want to come in and see what all
the activity was about.
By simply repositioning one ancillary product in order to draw the attention of a sizable customer segment, this
merchant conquered all his competition and has continued to do so for many years.
Bob Serling helps business owners and entrepreneurs generate more traffic, make more sales, and do both more
often. Get his free eBook of interviews with 30 leading business experts at www.ProfitAlchemy.com/success.

Notes by Graham:
I consider Bob to be one of the smartest marketers in the world today. His free eBook is called ‘Ten Minute
Business Success’ and is outstanding.
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My most successful email:
By Derek Sivers

When you make a business, you’re making a little world where you control the laws.
It doesn’t matter how things are done everywhere else. In your little world, you can make it like it should be.
When you’re thinking of how to make your business bigger, it’s tempting to try to think all the big thoughts, the
world-changing massive-action plans.
But please know that it’s often the tiny details that really thrill someone enough to make them tell all their friends
about you.
Little things make all the difference:

Here is the most successful email I ever wrote:
When I first built CD Baby, every order had an automated e-mail that let
the customer know when the CD was actually shipped.
At first it was just the normal, “Your order has shipped today. Please let us
know if it doesn’t arrive. Thank you for your business.”
After a few months, that felt really incongruent with my mission to make
people smile. I knew could do better.
So I took 20 minutes and wrote this goofy little thing:
Your CD has been gently taken from our CD Baby shelves with sterilized contamination-free gloves and placed
onto a satin pillow.
A team of 50 employees inspected your CD and polished it to make sure it was in the best possible condition
before mailing.
Our packing specialist from Japan lit a candle and a hush fell over the crowd as he put your CD into the finest
gold-lined box that money can buy.
We all had a wonderful celebration afterwards and the whole party marched down the street to the post office
where the entire town of Portland waved “Bon Voyage!” to your package, on its way to you, in our private CD
Baby jet on this day, Friday, June 6th.
I hope you had a wonderful time shopping at CD Baby. We sure did. Your picture is on our wall as “Customer of
the Year”. We’re all exhausted but can’t wait for you to come back to CDBABY.COM!!
That one silly e-mail, sent out with every order, has been so loved that if you search Google for “Private CD Baby
jet” you’ll get over 20,000 results.
Each one is somebody who got the e-mail and loved it enough to post on their website and tell all their friends.
That one goofy e-mail created thousands of new customers.
If you find even the smallest way to make people smile, they’ll remember you more for that smile than for all your
other fancy business-model stuff.
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Here are other small things that made a huge difference on the CD Baby Website:
We answered our phone within two rings always-7am to 10pm seven days a week.
Customers LOVED this!
Someone actually picking up the phone at a company is so rare that musicians would
often tell me later at conferences that it was the main reason they decided to go with
CD Baby-they could always talk to a real person immediately.
All employees knew that as long as they weren’t completely swamped, they should take a minute and get
to know the caller a bit. Ask about her music. Ask how it’s going. Yes it would lead to twenty-minute
conversations sometimes, but these people became fans for life.
Every outgoing email as “From:” name, right? Why not use that to make people smile, too? With one line
of code, I made it so every outgoing email customised the “From:” field to be “CD Baby loves (firstname).”
So if the customer’s name Susan, every email she got from us would say is was from ‘CD Baby loves Susan.”
Customers LOVED this!
At the end of order, the last page of the website would ask, “Where did you hear of this artist? We’ll pass
them any messages you write here.: Customers would often take the time to write things like “Heard your
song WBEZ radio last night. Searched Yahoo!. Found it here. I’d love to have you play at our school!” The
musicians absolutely loved getting this information, and it always led to the customer and musician getting in
touch directly. This is something that big stores like Amazon would never do.
Over ten years it seemed like every time someone raved about how much he loved CD Baby, it was because of
one of these little fun human touches.

Take Action:
Look at all the times you interact with a customer in your own business. When they visit, your website, come
into your store, make a phone call and so on. What can you do in any of these interactions to make it a bit
more fun for your customer? What can you do to put a smile on their face? These little things can make a huge
difference.
Derek Sivers was a successful professional musician (and circus clown) when he started helping friends sell their CD’s
online. In1998 his hobby grew into CD Baby-the largest seller of independent music on the web-with $100M in
sales from 150,000 musicians to 2 million buyers. In 2008, Derek sold CD Baby to focus on new ventures. You can
learn more about Derek and his current projects at www.sivers.org

Notes by Graham
I had the pleasure of reading Derek’s best-selling book ‘Anything you want’ and it is one of the most helpful
business guides I have ever come across. It’s only 80 pages long and you can read it in under an hour. Yet it
contains a gold mine of useful ideas to improve sales, delight clients and give any business a real competitive
advantage. Best of all it’s a fun read as well. And do make sure you get on Derek’s email list. He sends thought
provoking articles on a regular basis that are outstanding.
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Mastery of wacky marketing makes
you a mint
By Troy White
7 years ago I had an epiphany.
I realized my best promotions I had done for my clients involved some wacky themes.
Usually I did them in multi-step campaigns that were sent out to their clients and prospects via email, some direct
mail, with some social media plugs here and there.
I had some wild and wacky stuff going out.
1) Amish craftsmen go hi tech and high touch (I got my Amish clients to approve running a very unusual ad
with a young attractive girl in a knee high skirt - scandalous for the Amish - hugely profitable for their business).
The headline we tested that worked wonders:
“Amish-Made Space Age Mattress Cures Age-Old Back Pain” with a picture of the attractive girl hunched
over holding her, obviously sore back.
That ad brought people into their store, so we leveraged the same graphic and headline into direct mail postcards,
emails, newsletters and direct mail pieces.
The lesson we learned: Go against the grain and never be afraid of ruffling some feathers in the process. Also,
once you find a marketing system that works – make sure you repurpose and leverage it quickly into multiple new
medias.
2) Enquirer tabloid style headline campaigns (one of them did 400% better click-throughs and 240% better
orders with a “Robotic mouse attacks man, woman and child” email campaign)
(I wrote that one for a client and it sold a TON of itty bitty robotic mice for cats).
3) My Wild West Wealth Summit that I ran for 2 years and still get feedback monthly from
people who attended the events, applied what they learned, and are killing it in their
businesses.
I chose the Wild West theme, then went back in the history books to find some cool ideas
for email and direct mail pieces.
One of them stood out and I used very successfully to sell tickets to this $900 a person
event:
“Wild Bill Peyto let a Rabid Bobcat loose in a bar because of this…”
Curiosity worked wonders, and got them to open the email, click the link, and buy the
tickets.
4) Another client was in the health business, was quite innovative in bringing Infrared Saunas
to the forefront in Canada (long before they ever became popular). I saw what they wanted
to do, noted that few people know what Infrared heat was at the time, combined it with an
upcoming “Sauna holiday” I found in my Cash Flow Calendar, and wrote a special report for
them called:
“Sweat Secrets of the Happy and Healthy”
How you can sweat out almost any health problem, concern or condition... in your
own home... easily, quickly, safely and most importantly...Effectively !
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Discover the 5,350 year old secret of using sweat to cure any health ill.
8 years later I STILL get phone calls from that report that floats around the internet!
5) Here’s another one you may get something from. A client of mine wanted to get into the home building
industry.
We compiled a list of 200 of the largest builders in the city he was in.
Then we did what no other entrepreneur in this business would be willing to do…
…we mailed a simple 2 page letter.
No letterhead. Hand written address. No logo, not even the mention of a company name.
Remember, these were mailed out to purchasing managers of $200 million dollar companies.
Then, we barely even spoke about his business.
We talked more about his family and personal challenges, than anything else (relating it to the person reading
the letter).
Here’s a snippet:
“Second, I’ve got two great kids and a terrific wife. They all eat. Not too long from now, they are going to
want to go to College or University, if I have any say in it. I need a successful and thriving business, as do
you. But that can’t happen unless I absolutely “Wow!” you with my courtesy, professionalism, knowledge
and customer care.”
Then closed it off like this:
“You tell me what you want from us. You tell me how you best want me to communicate with you,
work with you, how often you want bins delivered, when and how you want to utilize our service. You tell
me, I’m working for you, first and foremost. My company name is Economy Waste, but our livelihood is
fully dependent on our ability to give you the service promised. I know. I understand that. I won’t forget it.
Sincerely,”
THAT is the power of a unique marketing theme, combined with effective story-telling and calls to action.
The point is…
…off-the-wall marketing WORKS!
Plain and simple.
It stands out from the crowd.
It gives you the freedom to have more fun in your marketing.
It opens up the creative gateways for all kinds of cool things you can do for lead generation and conversion.
Which is EXACTLY WHY I created the Cash Flow Calendars that I’ve been using for the past 7 years with my
clients’ businesses.
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The keys to making measurable marketing work for you:
1: Bury your ego. It will also scream at you for trying unusual ideas in your marketing. Your ego is wrong – the
numbers are ALL that matter and the only way you can get those numbers is to ignore the ego and test those
ideas.
2: Use themes in your marketing. Unusual themes. Wild West Themes. Peanut Butter and Jelly Themes. Dog
Days Themes. You name it – use it. Your first reaction will be, “how unprofessional”. Your second reaction after
testing it, “surprisingly profitable!”. I see it time and time again.
3: Multi-step campaigns ALWAYS outperform one-off campaigns. 3 steps should be your minimum. If doing
direct mail – space them out about 7-10 days apart. Email campaigns should be done every second day or so.
4: Personality driven campaigns only. No speeds and feeds garbage (where you talk only about the wonderful
features of your product or service). Talk about why you started your business, talk about your failures along the
way, talk about your wife, husband, kids and pets. THAT is how you stand out in the clutter.
5: Be prolific. Don’t try this once and give up. Be and think like a marketer! Always be looking out for innovative
marketing ideas and take massive action on getting them implemented once you come up with them.
Lastly…
…ignore the naysayers. There are lots of them out there and they will surely drag
down your profits and kill your passion to be a marketer of your business.
Trust the numbers – and the only way you get those is to TEST these kind of
marketing campaigns!
Have fun, and be different.
Troy White is a Calgary based entrepreneur that has been involved in sales and marketing for over 23 years. In just the
past decade he has helped hundreds of small business owners generate more leads and improve their sales conversions
with the ability to “Turn Words Into Wealth”
Troy is an expert on finding unusual ways to promote your business on a budget. If you want to stand out from the
crowd, you will love Troy’s techniques on his blog at http://blog.smallbusinesscopywriter.com and through his 2014
Cash Flow Marketing Calendar at http://cashflowcalendars.com/2014cfc

Notes by Graham
I’ve known Troy for many years and I love the wacky campaigns he creates for his clients.
I highly recommend his Cash Flow Marketing Calendar as it’s jam packed with over 1,200
creative marketing ideas and campaigns that have been proven to work.
Make sure you check it out…
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Summary:

Thank you very much for taking the time to read Million Dollar Marketing
Advice Volume One
I trust you got both inspiration and some helpful ideas from reading about 21
proven marketing campaigns.
Here are a few thoughts I’d like to leave you with…
1: Reread at least one of these marketing campaigns each week and ask
yourself ‘What did I find most useful in this marketing campaign? And how
could I use or adapt this campaign in my own business to improve my current
level of results?’
2: Share a couple of the helpful campaigns you’ve learned from this guide with your own business colleagues
or friends. (You’ll often find that when you explain something useful to someone else you tend to learn it even
better yourself.)
3: Put at least one of these campaigns into action each month.
And when you get a positive success we’d love to hear about it.
And on that note, here are a few of my favourite quotes on taking action…
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